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Abstract
The goal of this thesis is on improving the understanding of mechanical and tribological
mechanisms in microelectronic wire bonding. In particular, it focusses on the development
and application of quantitative models of ultrasonic (US) friction and interfacial wear in
wire bonding. Another objective of the thesis is to develop a low-stress Cu ball bonding
process that minimizes damage to the microchip. These are accomplished through experi-
mental measurements of in situ US tangential force by piezoresistive microsensors inte-
grated next to the bonding zone using standard complementary metal oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) technology. The processes investigated are thermosonic (TS) Au ball bonding on
Al pads (Au-Al process), TS Cu ball bonding on Al pads (Cu-Al process), and US Al
wedge-wedge bonding on Al pads (Al-Al process).
TS ball bonding processes are optimized with one Au and two Cu wire types, obtaining
average shear strength (SS) of more than 120 MPa. Ball bonds made with Cu wire show at
least 15% higher SS than those made with Au wire. However, 30% higher US force induced
to the bonding pad is measured for the Cu process using the microsensor, which increases
the risk of underpad damage. The US force can be reduced by: (i) using a Cu wire type that
produces softer deformed ball results in a measured US force reduction of 5%; and (ii)
reducing the US level to 0.9 times the conventionally optimized level, the US force can be
reduced by 9%. It is shown that using a softer Cu deformed ball and a reduced US level
reduces the extra stress observed with Cu wire compared to Au wire by 42%. 
To study the combined effect of bond force (BF) and US in Cu ball bonding, the US param-
eter is optimized for eight levels of BF. For ball bonds made with conventionally optimized
BF and US settings, the SS is ≈ 140 MPa. The amount of Al pad splash extruding out of
bonded ball interface (for conventionally optimized BF and US settings) is between 10–
12 µm. It can be reduced to 3–7 µm if accepting a SS reduction to 50–70 MPa. For exces-
sive US settings, elliptical shaped Cu bonded balls are observed, with the major axis per-
pendicular to the US direction. By using a lower value of BF combined with a reduced US
level, the US force can be reduced by 30% while achieving an average SS of at least
120 MPa. These process settings also aid in reducing the amount of splash by 4.3 µm.
The US force measurement is like a signature of the bond as it allows for detailed insight
into the tribological mechanisms during the bonding process. The relative amount of the
third harmonic of US force in the Cu-Al process is found to be five times smaller than iniii
the Au-Al process. In contrast, in the Al-Al process, a large second harmonic content is
observed, describing a non-symmetric deviation of the force signal waveform from the
sinusoidal shape. This deviation might be due to the reduced geometrical symmetry of the
wedge tool. The analysis of harmonics of the US force indicates that although slightly dif-
ferent from each other, stick-slip friction is an important mechanism in all these wire bond-
ing variants.
A friction power theory is used to derive the US friction power during Au-Al, Cu-Al, and
Al-Al processes. Auxiliary measurements include the current delivered to the US trans-
ducer, the vibration amplitude of the bonding tool tip in free-air, and the US tangential force
acting on the bonding pad. For bonds made with typical process parameters, several char-
acteristic values used in the friction power model such as the ultrasonic compliance of the
bonding system and the profile of the relative interfacial sliding amplitude are determined.
The maximum interfacial friction power during Al-Al process is at least 11.5 mW (3.9 W/
mm2), which is only about 4.8% of the total electrical power delivered to the US transducer.
The total sliding friction energy delivered to the Al-Al wedge bond is 60.4 mJ (20.4 J/
mm2).
For the Au-Al and Cu-Al processes, the US friction power is derived with an improved,
more accurate method to derive the US compliance. The method uses a multi-step bonding
process. In the first two steps, the US current is set to levels that are low enough to prevent
sliding. Sliding and bonding take place during the third step, when the current is ramped up
to the optimum value. The US compliance values are derived from the first two steps. The
average maximum interfacial friction power is 10.3 mW (10.8 W/mm2) and 16.9 mW
(18.7 W/mm2) for the Au-Al and Cu-Al processes, respectively. The total sliding friction
energy delivered to the bond is 48.5 mJ (50.3 J/mm2) and 49.4 mJ (54.8 J/mm2) for the Au-
Al and Cu-Al processes, respectively.
Finally, the sliding wear theory is used to derive the amount of interfacial wear during Au-
Al and Cu-Al processes. The method uses the US force and the derived interfacial sliding
amplitude as the main inputs. The estimated total average depth of interfacial wear in Au-
Al and Cu-Al processes is 416 nm and 895 nm, respectively. However, the error of estima-
tion of wear in both the Au-Al and the Cu-Al processes is ≈ 50%, making this method less
accurate than the friction power and energy results. Given the error in the determination of
compliance in the Al-Al process, the error in the estimation of wear in the Al-Al process
might have been even larger; hence the wear results pertaining to the Al-Al process are not
discussed in this study.iv
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Microelectronic wire bonding is a critical process step in microelectronics packaging that
provides for electrical interconnections between an integrated circuit (IC) and the larger
scale substrate. It is estimated that more than 90% of semiconductor chips used wire bond-
ing for interconnections in 2006 [1]. The market share of wire bonding in 2010 is expected
to be more than 85%, resulting in ≈ 192.2 billion wire bonded devices [1]. The main reasons
for the widespread use of wire bonding can be attributed to the nature of the process: self
cleaning, low temperature, high yield rate, low cost, and flexibility. Interest in this technol-
ogy continues to grow because electrical interconnect as provided by wires is one of the
basic requirements for almost all microelectronic and micro-system devices.
In this introductory chapter, Section 1.1 describes the basics of wire bonding process.
Section 1.2 presents a detailed literature review in this area. The motivation, objectives, and
contributions of this study are summarized in Section 1.3. Finally, organization of this
thesis is outlined in Section 1.4.
1.1 Wire Bonding
In wire bonding, a thin metal wire is welded to a metallized surface on the IC and package
by a solid-state welding process that can be classified as ultrasonic (US) welding. The
welding of the wire is achieved by a combination of constant normal bond force (BF), FN
pressing the wire to the pad, and an ultrasonic (US) tangential force FT(t) = FT sin(2π f t),
where f is the US frequency and t is the time. Among the mechanisms observed in this pro-
cess are sliding friction at the contact zone between the wire and pad (interface), wear
(cleaning), and the establishment of metallurgical bonds.
1.1.1 Methods and Technologies
Based upon the type of energy and force used, there are three types of wire bonding pro-
cesses: US, thermosonic, and thermo-compression. US bonding is performed at room tem-
perature by applying normal force and US power. In contrast, thermosonic bonding uses1
heat (usually less than 240 oC) in addition to the normal force and US power. Thermo-com-
pression bonding is done by applying normal compressive force, at a very high temperature
(usually greater than 300 oC) and normal force. It differs from the other two types in that
no US is used in the bonding process, the lack of which is compensated by longer process
times and higher process temperatures.
Based upon the type of bonds made, wire bonding can be classified into two types: ball-
wedge bonding and wedge-wedge bonding. In ball-wedge bonding, shown in Fig. 1-1 (a),
the first bond (known as the ball bond) is performed on the semiconductor chip and the
second bond (known as the crescent or wedge or stitch bond) is performed on the lead frame
of the substrate. In wedge-wedge bonding, shown in Fig. 1-1 (b), both bonds are almost
identical, obtained by deforming the wire on the chip and the substrate. The major differ-
ence between these two types of processes is that wedge-wedge bonding uses an additional
bondhead axes to rotate the US horn towards the wire loop direction. The wedge tool has
an optimized shape for delivering the US always in the same direction. In contrast, the ball-
wedge bonding process is performed using a ceramic capillary tool, which is rotational
symmetric, allowing for bond loops to be formed in any direction. Only three bond head
axes are required for ball-wedge bonding. A comparison of ball-wedge and wedge-wedge





Fig. 1-1. Side view of (a) ball-wedge bond and (b) wedge-wedge bond. The wire material of the wedge-
wedge and ball-wedge bond is AlSi (1%), and Au (99.99%), respectively. Reproduced from [5].
(a)
(b)2
Among all the variants of the wire bonding technologies, thermosonic Au ball-wedge bond-
ing is the most widely used process in the industry [2–4].
1.1.2 Thermosonic Ball-wedge Bonding
The schematic of the setup used for thermosonic ball bonding is shown in Fig. 1-2. A
ceramic capillary tool, which is clamped to the horn, is used to provide the normal bonding
load and US energy for bonding. The thermal energy is provided by a heated clamping
stage, which holds the material to be bonded. The US transducer, made from polycrystal-
line piezoelectric ceramics, is attached to the base of the horn. The US energy propagates
as a longitudinal wave along the length of the horn, which is then propagated as a transverse
Table 1-1. Comparison of ball and wedge bonding technologies




Tool Capillary tool (Al2O3) Wedge tool (W, Ti)
Bonding wire
(most common)
Au, Cu Al, Au
Speed up to 22 wires/second up to 5 wires/second
Main applications Microelectronics Power devices, automotive electronics













wave in the capillary as shown in Fig. 1-3. Vibration nodes appear in the tool with a resul-
tant oscillating tangential displacement at the tip of the tool. The number and location of
nodes depends on the US frequency and the tool geometry.
The basic cycle of thermosonic ball-wedge bonding process is shown in Fig. 1-4. The bond-
ing cycle starts with the application of a high voltage DC current to the electronic flame-
off (EFO) system. This produces an arc between the edge of the wire beneath the capillary
and EFO electrode, and the wire tail melts. Due to surface tension, the molten wire metal
takes shape of a spherical ball before it solidifies. This ball is known as free air ball (FAB)
and is centered inside the capillary chamfer. The capillary then guides the wire ball system
to the first bonding location. The next stage is the ball bond formation stage. The capillary
holding the FAB touches down the pad with an impact force resulting in the initial defor-
mation of the FAB. This is followed by a plastic deformation of the ball by the interaction
of normal bonding force, heat, and US energy, until the ball is bonded on to the pad. After
the formation of the ball bond, the capillary retreats and shapes the wire into a loop by fol-
lowing a well defined trajectory to the second bond location. The capillary then deforms
the wire and bonds it to the substrate, again by the application of normal force, heat, and
US. Finally, the capillary moves up with the wire clamps open until a controlled length of
wire called tail is formed. The clamps are closed and the wire breaks at its weakest part






Fig. 1-3. Illustration of ultrasound propagation along horn and capillary.4
tail length is important to generate the tails with constant lengths, which is crucial for an
optimized FAB formation in the next cycle.
1.1.3 Ultrasonic Wedge-Wedge bonding
In US wedge-wedge bonding, there is no FAB formed at the end of the wire and the process
is normally performed at ambient temperature. The wire, which is usually Al, is itself
pressed on the bonding location using a wedge tool as shown in Fig. 1-5. The bonding pro-
cedure is similar to the thermosonic ball bonding process shown in Fig. 1-4, except for the
absence of FAB and thermal energy.
1.2 Literature Review
In this section, a review of the wire bonding process is presented. It is classified into five
broad categories: (i) process parameters; (ii) process types; (iii) process evaluation; (iv)





















aspects of chip damage during wire bonding; (v) theories of bonding mechanisms; (vi)
finite element analysis of wire bonding process; and (vii) integrated microsensors for wire
bonding process monitoring. Each of these categories are described in the subsections that
follow.
1.2.1 Process Parameters
Wire bonding is affected by various process parameters. The most important parameters for
successful and high quality wire bonding are initial FAB diameter, normal force, US
energy, bonding time, and substrate temperature. It is very important to find an optimum
combination of these parameters to achieve higher quality and robust bonds. These param-
eters interact with each other during the bonding process, which makes parameter optimi-
zation time consuming, tedious, and therefore inefficient.
1.2.1.1 Free Air Ball (FAB)
The FAB diameter is important as it is directly proportional to the final deformed bond size
and strength. The size of the FAB depends on parameters such as wire tail length, time, cur-
rent and electrode-wire distance. The tail bond is formed during the second bond formation
of the previous cycle [7]. Weak tail bonds will lead to lifting off the wire from the substrate






before tail breaking stage and the tail will recede into the capillary resulting in stoppage of
the process. 
The studies of Chen et al. [8] reported that current and time are the most critical parameters
affecting the FAB formation. The relation between FAB diameter , current I, resistance
R, and time t follows the parabolic law
(1-1)
where Q denotes the amount of heat generated during EFO spark [9]. 
During the formation of free air ball using Cu wire, the oxidation is prevented using a
shielding gas such as a homogeneous mixture of 95% nitrogen and 5% hydrogen [9, 10].
1.2.1.2 Normal Force
Two types of normal forces are used during the thermosonic ball bonding process: impact
force (IF) and bond force (BF). Typical industry practice is to use an IF value, which is 1.5
to 2 times higher than BF, but processes with IF lower than the BF are used, too. Extreme
types of these two processes are described in Section 1.2.2.
The normal BF ensures that the ball is in intimate contact with the substrate. It has been
suggested that high BF values decrease bonding action by limiting interfacial sliding of the
ball [11]. The vibration amplitude at the tool tip decreases in an exponential manner as the
BF increases under constant US setting [12]. With higher BF, the displacement of the bond-
ing tool will be less and the US setting needs to be increased to have similar bonding.
1.2.1.3 Ultrasound
US vibrations dissipate the necessary friction energy at the interface. This has two benefits:
ultrasonic cleaning of the native oxides from the bonding pad, and enhancing the interme-
tallic bond formation. The US vibrations are controlled by the amplitude of the piezoelec-
tric transducer, which is proportional to the current delivered to it.
US has been shown to be the most important parameter in bond formation [13, 14]. Increas-
ing US leads to increased displacement at the bond interface and subsequent increased
∅
∅ Q I= 2Rt∝7
cleaning (due to wear) of the surfaces. With cleaner surfaces, more intimate contact
between the two metal surfaces will occur, resulting in higher bonding (strength) [13].
There are two effects of US on metals: US softening and US hardening. In US softening,
the static stress necessary for plastic deformation of metals is temporarily decreased during
the application of US. On the other hand, US hardening as the name suggests leads to hard-
ening, which is observed as a residual effect after the US irradiation is stopped.
In 1966, Langenecker [15] studied the effects of US on the deformation characteristics of
materials. It was shown that intense US and applied thermal energy have similar effect on
the reduction of the stress required for deformation. However, much less energy is required
for US softening than the equivalent thermal softening.
Geisler et al. [17] used microhardness testing to point out that US has a residual softening
effect on AlSi1 wire in wedge/wedge bonding. The softening was due to dynamic recrys-
tallization of the wire that has high stacking fault energy prior to bonding. Recently, the
investigation on the effect of US superimposed with normal force on the plastic deforma-
tion of Au [18,19] and Cu [20] during thermosonic ball bonding was reported. It was shown
that when US irradiation is applied with normal force, the metal is softer than when
deformed without US. After US is turned off, the deformed metal remains softer (if previ-
ously deformed with US) [18–20].
1.2.1.4 Bond Time
The bonding time parameter describes the duration of ultrasound during the bonding pro-
cess. Mayer [11, 21] showed that most of the bonding takes place in approximately first
12 ms of the bonding time. Shorter bond times are preferred for increased productivity in
the industry. The bonding time depends on the frequency of the US parameter.
1.2.1.5 Bond Temperature 
Elevated temperature during bonding enhances the interdiffusion between the ball and the
substrate, necessary for the formation of a strong metallurgical bond [11]. Due to high tem-
perature, the bond surface gets dehydrated resulting in a uniform surface quality and
increased process stability [11]. A high bonding temperature assists in the bonding as it8
allows increased deformation by reducing the yield strength of the bond material. However,
excessive bonding temperatures may result in too much wire deformation and higher fluc-
tuations in bond placement accuracy.
1.2.2 Process Types
The major process factors in ball bonding are normal force and US and the way these fac-
tors are controlled over time. These factors determine the two major mechanisms observed
in the thermosonic ball bonding process, which are the plastic deformation of the free-air
ball (FAB) and the bond formation at the interface. With respect to the normal force and
US profiles, two major process types can be distinguished, characterized by the way the ball
is deformed: (i) the US-enhanced deformation (UED) process for which a single load bond
force profile is sufficient [22]; and (ii) the impact deformation (ID) process for which a
double load bond force profile is required [23–25]. For commercial applications, wire
bonds are often made with a mixture of these two process types, e.g. a double load process
that includes UED. Extreme cases of UED and ID process types are illustrated in Figs. 1-
6 (a) and (b), respectively. 
The UED process is characterized by a relatively small impact force during touchdown of
the ball on the pad, resulting in little deformation and a small initial interface area. The
major part of the overall deformation happens during the subsequent dissipation of US.
Underpad stresses are high during the first moments of US dissipation as this is when
normal force and US forces are concentrated on the relative small initial interface area.
The ID process is characterized by a relatively high IF to BF ratio causing most or all of the
ball deformation already before US starts. During the subsequent US period, the bond
forms uniformly over the interface. Compared to an UED process, an ID process can allow
for more uniform bonded ball geometries, faster throughput due to faster search/approach
times (i.e. higher contact velocities), and potentially more reliable bonds because of more
uniform intermetallic coverage formed at the interface. Weaker bond at the interface
periphery (peripheral effect) can be avoided with an ID process. Previous studies using Au
[23] and Cu [24, 25] wires reported that ID process aids in reducing defects related to bond-
ing stress (e.g. cratering). 9
1.2.3 Process Evaluation
The common techniques used evaluate the wire bond quality are visual inspection (optical
or electron microscopy), pull testing, shear testing, and reliability testing. The pull test,
shear test, and bond reliability assessment methods are described below.
1.2.3.1 Pull Test
Typically, in industry the quality of a wire bond is tested by performing a wire pull test. In
this test, illustrated in Fig. 1-7, a hook is used to pull on the wire at midspan in order to
determine the mode of failure as well as the breaking load. On good bonds, typically the
wire bond will break in the wire. According to Harman [1], this method of bond quality
evaluation is suitable for US wedge bonds, but it is not the best method to test the thermo-
sonic ball bonds. This is because the interfacial bonded area in ball bonds is approximately
6 to 7 times larger than the cross-section area of the wire, thus the wire may break in pull




Fig. 1-6. Illustrations of two ball bond process types: (a) Ultrasound enhanced deformation (UED). (b) 


































the ball, called heat affected zone is the weakest part of the wire. Pull test failure often
occurs in this area, again not providing complete information about the quality of the bond
between the ball and the substrate. However, quality assurance with the pull test remains
widely used in industry.
1.2.3.2 Shear Test
The shear test is used to measure the force required to shear off a ball bond. In this test, a
shear tool is used to shear the ball bond at a fixed height (typically about 5 µm) above the
bond pad, as shown by the illustration in Fig. 1-8. The shear force (SF) of the ball is related







Fig. 1-7. Illustration of the pull test of an Al wedge-wedge bond.
Pull force






is calculated as the SF divided by the nominal bond area. The shear test is standardized in
[26].
1.2.3.3 Reliability
Reliability testing is often used for long-term quality assessment of the wire bonds. The
wire bonds are subjected to temperature cycling, high temperature storage (HTS) or
exposed to hot and humid atmospheres. Subsequently, the samples undergo metallurgical
procedures for analyses using an optical microscope or a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) for intermetallic compound (IMC) coverage. Pull and shear tests are also carried out
after these aging procedures to test the long-term reliability of the bond connections. Such
reliability tests are required before mass production can start.
In contrast to destructive testing like shear testing or IMC coverage measurements, non-
destructive monitoring of ball bond reliability can reduce the effort and amount of samples
required while allowing for a higher time-resolution measurements. Non-destructive mon-
itoring was used based on measuring the electrical contact resistance Rc of the bonds [27–
33]. The electrical parameter Rc is important for describing the quality of bonds, consider-
ing that ball bonds can be mechanically strong after HTS while being electrically degraded
[34]. Recently, a new application of stress sensors for online reliability monitoring of Au
wire bonds was reported [35,36]. Localized stress measurements close to the bond zone are
used in combination with Rc measurements to evaluate the reliability performance of Au
ball bonds during HTS [35,36]. The stress sensor approach is a promising tool since
detailed insights into physical mechanisms related to bond reliability can be gained using
this method.
1.2.4 Chip Damage
Chip damage can occur as delamination of layers, bond pad peel-off or delamination [37–
40], fracture of dielectrics or underpad interfaces [39, 40], or Si cratering [41–48] as illus-
trated in Fig. 1-9 (a)–(c), respectively. In pad de-lamination, the bonded ball lifts-off
together with the bonding pad. On the other hand, cratering appears as damage to the semi-
conductor, silicon dioxide, or other dielectric layers under the bonding pad. It is termed cra-12
tering when a hole is left in the substrate with its remains attached to the wire. However,
most of the time, no visible damage is seen immediately after bonding [46–48], but can
degrade the device characteristics by creating micro-cracks internally as illustrated in
Fig. 1-9 (b). These cracks result in cratering failures during thermal aging and accelerated
reliability tests [43]. Cratering usually occurs in only a small percentage of the bonds, even
though the bonds are created at the same time with the same bonding parameters. It can
occur in various forms: metal extrusion, marginal cratering at center of bond, marginal cra-
tering at bond periphery and bulk Si cratering [42].
Si cratering refers to complete fracture and removal of the bond pad underlayers during
bonding. It is induced by overbonding or improper bonding parameters, in particular US
and BF [1, 50–52]. In addition, there are many materials and equipment problems such as
improper capillary profile [46], wire (or ball) hardness [43], and bond pad thickness [53]
and hardness [51, 53–55]. 
Fig. 1-9. Illustration of underpad damage types (a) bond pad peel-off, (b) hidden microcracks, and (c) bulk 
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The bond pad serves as a cushion to protect the underlying material from damage due to
the mechanical stresses during bonding. Winchell and Berg [53] found that craters were
most prevalent for thin metallization. A softer bonding pad metal would inhibit cratering
by absorbing US energy and deforming easily, while a hard pad should more readily trans-
mit the ultrasonic energy to the substrate [2]. However, recent work has shown that using
harder bond pads, such as Ni/Pd, Ni/Au, and Ni/Pd/Au are robust in minimizing chip
damage [55].
Harder wires require higher force and US energy to bond, and this induces higher stresses
to the pad, which increases the chances of cratering. However, the actual role of wire hard-
ness in cratering is not understood completely because of the synergistic effect of other
variables. 
Currently, optimization of wire bonding processes to avoid chip damage is a major research
area, which is attributed to two causes. The first is increased use of low-k dielectric layers
in microchips. Low-k dielectrics have low mechanical strength and hence are more prone
to chip damage [56–57]. The second cause are the trends towards replacing the industry
standard Au wire bonding with Cu wire bonding [58]. Cu wire being harder than Au
increases the likelihood of chip damage [42–45, 48–51].
1.2.4.1 Pad Splash
One mechanism specifically observed during ball bonding of Cu on Al bond pad is the
squeezing of Al pad metal from the peripheries of the ball bond [59–62] as shown in Fig. 1-
10 (a) and (b). The Al material squeezing out is termed as splash, and it occurs in the US
direction. Splash is not desired as it results in localized pad thinning [61], which can reduce
bond reliability [61]. Mechanisms to reduce the formation of Al splash are not fully under-
stood yet. A possible reason for splash may be attributed to the hardness of Cu compared
to Al, and the subsequent higher stresses observed during the Cu ball bonding process [62].
It has been reported that pad splash is not observed for Cu ball bonds made on harder bond
pads, such as Ni/Pd, Ni/Au, and Ni/Pd/Au in Cu ball bonding [55]. Recently, it was shown
that using US during the impact portion of bonding aids in minimizing Al splash [63].14
1.2.5 Theories on Bonding Mechanisms
There have been many theories on mechanisms underlying the wire bonding process pro-
posed in the literature. The most important of these are: (i) melting; (ii) inter-diffusion;
(iii) wear/micro-deformation; and (iv) micro-slip. Each of these theories are described in
the following sections.
1.2.5.1 Melting
Among the earlier theories was the wire bonding mechanism proposed by Kreye [64] in
1977. The US spot welds were observed using transmission electron microscopy. After
analyzing the interfacial microstructure, it was concluded that melting of a thin interfacial
layer had occurred during the bonding. In another study published in 1978, Winchell and
Berg [53] proposed that US friction energy caused by scrubbing and heating of the wire and
the bonding pad. This caused localized melting of the interfaces involved in the bonding
process and subsequent welding between them due to fusion. However, since then there
have been several instances wherein it has been confirmed by experiments that wire bond-
ing is a solid state welding process and no melting of the bonding materials occurs during
the welding process. Notable among them is the work of Harman and Leedy [54], in which
they performed wire bonding by immersing the tool, wire and substrate in liquid nitrogen.




Fig. 1-10. SEM micrograph of a Cu ball bond on Al pad depicting the Al pad metal splash.
Al pad splash
35 µm15
examination of the bonded surface by TEM [65] confirmed that no melting is required for
bond formation. Experimental studies [13] involving measuring the interfacial temperature
of the bond area using thermocouple showed that the temperature rise during ultrasonic
wire bonding reached between 70-80 oC. This suggested that US wire bonding cannot be
considered a thermally activated diffusion process. Recent results [66] show that melting
can occur using process parameter levels twice as large as optimum levels with a low melt-
ing point metallization (Sn). In conclusion, melting can be observed but is not desired to
achieve sufficient weld quality. Therefore, melting is irrelevant in this context and no fur-
ther studies were conducted trying to support it.
1.2.5.2 Inter-diffusion
Inter-diffusion is a common phenomenon observed during the US wire bonding process,
particularly in Au-Al system. Applied mechanical and thermal energies directly affect the
diffusion coefficients of the two materials, thereby promoting inter-diffusion between
them. There have been many research papers on inter-diffusion in US wire bonding.
Almost all of them sought to explain that inter-diffusion was either due to the normal forces
or due to temperature rise during bonding [1]. However, there was no evidence of the direct
role of US on diffusion coefficients. In 1966, Hochman and Gray [67] published a note on
the effect of US energy on diffusion and sintering of tin into lead. It is found that there was
an increased concentration of tin in lead after US activation, which is attributed to increased
volume diffusion. As the temperature was carefully controlled, it resulted in negligible heat
effect. However, there were no further evidences to support this theory.
1.2.5.3 Wear/Micro-deformation
It has been postulated that US frictional energy solely causes interfacial deformation and
wear, which is necessary to displace surface contaminants and produce clean metal sur-
faces, which can readily bond due to adhesion, applied pressure and US energy. In 1973,
Harthoorn [68] conducted an experiment in order to investigate the effect of US and fretting
on Al wire/Al substrate joining surfaces. The fretting experiment was conducted in a
custom made apparatus at 30 Hz and 45 MPa. The results demonstrated that there is a pro-
nounced increase in the micro-welds as the number of vibrations is increased independent16
of frequency. It was proposed that due to US vibration, there is uniform scrubbing of the
entire area, which resulted in micro-deformation of the surface asperities due to wear. Fur-
thermore, upon examination of the joints by US welding and fretting revealed similar
results and it was concluded that joining in both processes was due to plastic micro-defor-
mation.
It was reported that interfacial deformation exists in thermo-compression bonding and ther-
mosonic bonding where the only difference in the two processes was that the plastic defor-
mation in the former was due to high pressure and thermal energy while in the latter it was
due to US energy [54]. However, Zhou et al. [16] showed that bonds made with same defor-
mation with and without US had different bond strengths and contact area. Therefore, US
has effects other than merely helping in deformation.
1.2.5.4 Micro-slip
The micro-slip based theory of US wire bonding mechanism was proposed by Chen [69] in
1972. The wire bonding process was described by the classical elasticity model proposed
by Mindlin et al. [70]. In his theory, Mindlin considered the contact between two spheres
under the action of oscillating tangential load. The central region was referred to as the elas-
tic or non-slip region while the peripheral area exhibited micro-slip when tangential force
is sufficiently high. It was postulated that due to micro-slip, the surface contaminants are
displaced and the bonding is due to the result of adhesion of two clean metal surfaces
coming in intimate contact with each other. If the US energy is considered as the oscillating
tangential force, then it implies that according to the micro-slip theory, bonding will dom-
inate at the periphery of the interfacial contact rather than at the centre.
Recent publications tend to support this theory, e.g., the work of Zhou et al. [16] in which
they showed that metallurgical bonding initiated at the lateral periphery at low US power
and gradually moved towards the central regions as the US power was increased. In a
numerical study of US wire bonding process, Ding et al. [71] observed that maximum fric-
tional energy intensity occurred at the periphery of the contact area rather than at its centre. 
In 2005, Lum et al. [72] investigated the effects of process parameters in thermosonic gold
ball bonding on Cu substrate with scanning electron microscopy (SEM). A basic model17
based on the micro-slip theory was developed to explain the phenomena of bond formation
in wire bonding. They experimentally verified the result of Mayer [11] and Zhou et al. [16]
that relative motion existed at the bonding interface and suggested that this relative motion
at the bond interface exists as micro-slip at low US and transitions into gross sliding at
higher powers. They postulated that an increase in US power results in micro-slip region
growing towards the ball center and a corresponding increase in the contact area. In another
paper [73], the same authors confirmed this result for US Al wire wedge bonding on Cu
substrate. It was concluded that the bonding mechanisms in US ball-wedge and wedge-
wedge bonding are very similar. Modern processes, however, do not show much difference
between peripheral and central bonding areas. Microslip alone is mostly unfit for making
high quality bonds.
1.2.6 Finite Element Analysis
Finite element (FE) analysis is an excellent way to obtain insight into physical quantities
highly localized at the interface. The ball bonding process includes several physical mech-
anisms that have been partly described by FE models, for example, plastic wire deforma-
tion [5, 40, 71, 74–79], work hardening and/or rate-dependent properties of wire or pad [18, 
40, 76–79], interfacial sliding friction [40, 71, 74, 76, 77, 80], US cycles [5, 40, 74, 76, 79,
80], cyclic plasticity [81], dynamic effects of the bonding tool [5, 82, 49], and thermal
effects [40, 77]. Process factors studied are bond force and US-related parameters [40, 74,
77, 49], US frequency [77], friction coefficient [76, 77], mechanical properties [76], wire/
pad dimensions [77, 78], and shape of the tool tip [78]. Responses investigated were under-
pad stress [5, 40, 74, 76, 77, 49], interfacial friction [74], wire stress/shape [5, 40, 77, 78],
plastic dissipation energy [76, 77], residual stress [40], and temperature [77].
1.2.7 Integrated Microsensors
In addition to the conventional offline process monitoring methods such as visual inspec-
tion, wire pull testing, and bond shear testing, novel real-time monitoring techniques such
as the measurements of US amplitudes using laser interferometry [22, 83], piezoelectric
sensor attached to the horn [84], piezoelectric sensor mounted to the heater block [85], and18
integrated microsensors [5] have been applied to gain a better understanding of the process.
The microsensor based approach is reviewed below.
Complimentary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) microsensors have been used for
wire bonding process monitoring and characterization by enabling real-time, in situ exper-
imental measurements of temperature, normal force FN, and US tangential (shear) force FT
[86]. Circular aluminum metal resistors integrated next to the bond pad were used for in
situ temperature measurements, while silicon piezoresistors were used to sense FN and FT.
The design details of these test chips and sensors is documented in detail in [5]. Detailed
information on the physical principle and mathematical description of the piezo-resistance
of silicon are discussed in [87-90].
An early publication about integrated microsensors for monitoring the wire bonding pro-
cess appeared in 1998 when Mayer et al. [86] reported a direct measurement method for
real time, in situ monitoring of the quantities related to temperature and mechanical stress
during the thermosonic ball bonding process. The quantities measured were bonding force
and temperature of the pad. These measurements identified three different physical effects:
mechanical stress induced by the FN applied on the capillary, cooling of the chip by the heat
transfer between the test pad and gold ball, and heating of the chip by the US dissipation.
1.2.7.1 In situ Temperature
Mayer et al. [91] described the use of an integrated aluminum resistive microsensor for in
situ, real time measurements of temperature close to the bond zone during ball bonding.
The microsensor signal quantified cooling and heating of the pad during ultrasonic dissipa-
tion. Three distinct stages are identified based upon this signal. Stage one starts with capil-
lary touch down which results in a steep drop in the temperature of the bond pad due to
localized cooling of the ball by the capillary. After the steep drop, there is a partial recovery
due to heat transfer from the heated chip. The second stage represents the application of US
which is witnessed by a steep rise in temperature until it reaches a peak value. When the
US excitation stops, the temperature falls down rapidly. The third stage is when the bond
has been formed and the capillary is touching the bond pad without US. As such, the tem-
perature remains more or less constant and reaches a level (which is still lower than the ini-19
tial level, as the bonded wire acts as a heat sink) after the tool lifts off. Supported by
experimental observations, it was concluded that sliding and scrubbing at the bond inter-
face plays a crucial role in bond formation. In addition, it was confirmed that temperature
rise due to US was not high enough to cause melting of the bonding surfaces.
The Al resistive microsensor used to measure temperature yields an average temperature
close to the bonding interface. In [92], a FE model was developed to estimate the average
temperature at the bond interface from the microsensor measured temperature.
Suman et al. [93, 94] confirmed this result using a test structure with embedded thermopile
sensors that measured temperature at a radial distance under the bond pad. In [94], they pre-
sented an approach to separate the thermal response due to US excitation and ball deforma-
tion using thermopile sensor measurements and transient thermal FE modeling of the
process. The results suggested that US energy and ball deformation independently cause
rise in temperature under the bond foot print.
1.2.7.2 In situ Ultrasonic Force
A p+diffused piezoresistive microsensor [11, 21] integrated next to and under the bonding
pad have been used for in situ measurements of FT during ball bonding. The microsensor
signal revealed significant process characteristics such as minimal US level needed for
bonding and the minimal dwell time needed to start (i) scrubbing and intermetallic forma-
tion, and (ii) to attain maximum shear strength. Based upon the evaluation of the fundamen-
tal and harmonic components of the microsensor signals, the authors identified four distinct
phases during bond formation: initial stiction, sliding, bond growth, and ultrasonic soften-
ing. Among these, the first three phases are required for successful bond growth. 
In phase 1, the ball sticks to the substrate, due to static friction (stiction) between the two
contact surfaces. In this phase, the US amplitude is not large enough to overcome stiction.
The second phase is characterized by an increase in the third harmonic of the US signal.
This indicates the presence of interfacial sliding (interfacial slip, dynamic friction) at the
ball-substrate interface. The authors suggested that interfacial slip leads to oxide removal
(US enhanced cleaning by fretting wear) and subsequent bonding of the clean surfaces. Fur-
thermore, if the US power is set low, the third harmonic does not exist, which indicates20
there is practically no sliding for bonding to take place. The phase 3 symbolizes the metal-
lurgical bond formation phase. In phase 4, the harmonics undergo little change. During the
sliding and bond growth phases, the pad complied with the ball like a harmonically driven
friction oscillator. The analysis of the harmonics of the US frequency concluded that there
exists a stick-slip motion at the bond interface. This stick-slip motion results in relative
movement between the ball and pad, which is found to be a pre-requisite to high quality
bonding. In summary, the work of Mayer [11, 21] tends to describe the wear/micro-defor-
mation theory of US wire bonding.
The concept of stick-slip friction was further developed in [95–97]. An analytical model
that describes the development of bonding in thermosonic ball bonding was reported based
on the friction power [95]. The model incorporates material properties, coefficient of fric-
tion, and bonding parameters like bond force, time, and US power. In [96, 97], a bond qual-
ity factor is introduced based on friction power. This model was extended in [22] to include
wire deformation during the process.
1.3 Motivation, Objectives and Contributions
In the microelectronics industry, there is a continuous push towards higher performance
and lower costs [98]. In addition, trends towards miniaturization lead to reduced package
sizes and form factors of the devices that are pad limited. This results in a need for finer
pitch interconnection with longer wires. This has further led to an increased focus on the
research and development of finer diameter wire and new materials for wire bonding pro-
cess.
Cu wire is now being considered as possible material to substitute Au wire in thermosonic
wire ball bonding [58, 99–101]. Cu wire to Al pads and Cu wire to Cu pads are currently
evaluated as methods for reducing cost and pitch [51, 102, 103]. There are two major rea-
sons for the interest in Cu wire: its superior electrical and thermal conductivity to Au [51, 
102], and it is less expensive than Au [103]. For example, using Cu wire instead of Au wire
can reduce production costs by up to 90% [58]. In addition, Cu boasts of reduced interme-
tallic growth [59, 60], higher reliability of the bonding connection at higher temperatures21
and better mechanical stability [48, 104]. Thus, thinner Cu wires can be used and longer
wire loops can be bonded without any wire sweep (also called wire sag) [48].
Among the current roadblocks that hinder the employment of Cu wire into IC interconnec-
tions are its tendency to oxidation, and high hardness of Cu. Oxidation of Cu reduces its
bondability and its high hardness increases the risk of pad peeling, cracks and cratering in
the underlying Si during bonding [37–45]. Moreover, Cu easily strain-hardens when
deformed during bonding [105] and exhibits a larger strain-hardening effect especially at
higher strain rates [106]. This strain-hardening effect can result in gross cratering i.e. when
pieces of the silicon chip are visibly cracked and broken [43]. As the semiconductor indus-
try moves towards higher signal speeds by employing multi-layered bond pads with low-k
dielectric layers, which have low mechanical robustness, this additional hardness of Cu
presents a major challenge for high yield wire bonding process development. Methods to
evaluate the processes and optimization of parameters in the context of bonding stress and
underpad damage are therefore essential. 
To develop the best possible wire bonding processes with novel Cu wires, an improved
understanding of the bonding mechanisms with such wires promises to be helpful. Despite
being a widely used process, there is a general lack of fundamental understanding of the
mechanics and tribology of the wire bonding process. In particular, studies on quantitative
models are limited. 
1.3.1 Objectives
This research intends to contribute novel and innovative solutions to overcome the current
roadblocks in wire bonding. It is aimed at obtaining detailed insights into the process mech-
anisms in wire bonding. Three common wire bonding processes are investigated: ball bond-
ing with Au and Cu wires, and wedge bonding with Al wire. The main objectives of this
research are:
1. Develop low-stress Cu ball bonding processes. Formulate guidelines to optimize pro-
cess parameters and settings to minimize damage to the semiconductor chip.22
2. Improve the understanding of mechanical and tribological aspects of wire bonding, in
particular the US friction at the bonding interface.
3. Develop, extend, and apply the quantitative models of US friction and interfacial wear
in wire bonding.
1.3.2 Major Results and Contributions
Low-stress Copper Ball Bonding
Improved Understanding of Process Tribology
Ball non-stick 





































A novel low-stress process window for thermo-
sonic copper ball bonding is determined.
Instead of a conventional shear strength maxi-
mization, an adequate trade-off between shear
strength and pad stress is recommended for
copper ball bonding. The results demonstrate
that the underpad defect risks typical to a
copper ball bonding process can be reduced by
a thorough optimization of the bonding process
settings, in particular ultrasound and bond
force. 
Improved understanding of ball-wedge and wedge-wedge
bonding processes is obtained. For the first time, the in situ
tangential force acting at the bond interface is measured and
analyzed for the thermosonic Cu ball bonding and ultrasonic
Al wedge bonding processes. The tangential force measure-
ment is like a signature of the bond as it allows for detailed
insights into the physical mechanisms during various phases of
the bonding process, e.g., stiction phase, start of friction
(cleaning) phase, and bond growth phase. The relative amount
of third harmonic of tangential force in Cu ball bonding is
found to be five times smaller than in Au ball bonding process.
In contrast, in Al wedge bonding, a large second harmonic
content is observed, describing a non-symmetric deviation of
the force signal waveform from the sinusoidal shape. The analysis of harmonics of the tan-
gential force leads to the conclusion that although slightly different from each other, stick-
slip friction is an important mechanism in all these variants of wire bonding.23
Ultrasonic Friction Power, Energy, and Total Sliding Distance
Interfacial Wear
1.4 Organization of Thesis
This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 2 presents and compares the US tangential
force measured during thermosonic Au and Cu ball bonding process. It investigates the
mechanisms of bond growth in Cu ball bonding. Ball bonding processes are optimized with
one Au and two Cu wire types. It shows how a reduced US level and softer Cu wire type
can be used to optimize a Cu ball bonding process with reduced ultrasonic pad stress. The














A friction power theory is used to derive the
transient profiles of ultrasonic friction power
during Au and Cu ball bonding, and Al
wedge bonding processes. For bonds made
with typical process parameters, several
characteristic values used in the friction
power model such as the ultrasonic compli-
ance of the bonding system and the relative
interfacial sliding amplitude are determined
using a new method with improved preci-
sion. Detailed insights into the interfacial tri-
bological  mechanisms  e.g. start  and  end  of 
friction can be detected from the derived curves. It is found that the friction cleaning pro-
cess in Cu ball bonding is faster than in Au, resulting in faster bond formation in Cu process
compared to Au process. Typical values of total sliding distance and friction energy density
are reported.
The sliding wear theory is used to estimate the
amount of interfacial wear during wire bonding. The
method uses the derived interfacial sliding amplitude
and tangential force as the inputs. For the first time,
a transient profile of interfacial wear during thermo-
sonic Au and Cu ball bonding processes is reported.
Values of wear coefficient, total wear volume and
wear depth are estimated. The results show that only
a  few cycles of ultrasound are required to disperse 
the native oxides and precipitates away from the interface.24
chapter contains the process optimization procedure and results, the description of the
microsensor used, results and discussion.
Chapter 3 extends the study presented in Chapter 2 by looking at the synergistic effect of
BF and US on the ultrasonic pad stress. It contains the process and pad splash optimization
results, and the microsensor measurements. A low-stress process window for Cu ball bond-
ing is determined and reported. Some guidelines to optimize a low-stress Cu ball bonding
process are outlined.
Chapter 4 investigates the US tangential force measured during Al wedge bonding process.
The analysis of the harmonics of the force signal is analyzed and compared with those
obtained during Au and Cu ball bonding processes. A friction power model is used to derive
the US friction power during Al wedge bonding process. The chapter contains the theory,
experimental details, results, and discussions.
Chapter 5 applies the friction power model in thermosonic Au and Cu ball bonding pro-
cesses. A method of bond process modification is reported, which enables an accurate der-
ivation of the mechanical compliance of the US bonding system. The chapter describes the
method of bond process modification and example results of transient interfacial sliding
amplitude and friction power are presented. Finally, a method to estimate Al pad wear
during Au and Cu ball bonding using the derived relative sliding amplitude and the mea-
sured US tangential force is reported.
Chapter 6 lists the conclusions and provides recommendations for future research.25
 2 In situ Ultrasonic Force during Thermosonic
Au and Cu Ball Bonding
Given the cost and performance advantages associated with Cu wire, it is being increas-
ingly seen as a candidate to replace Au wire for electrical interconnects in microelectronics
packaging. However, Cu wire brings with it a set of challenges and problems, which need
to be addressed before a robust Cu ball bonding process can be implemented in the industry.
In particular, a better understanding of process mechanisms during Cu ball bonding prom-
ises to be helpful. 
One of the most suitable methods to this end is to use microsensors to measure the in situ
forces caused by US induced to the pad during bonding. In situ US tangential force mea-
sured using integrated piezoresistive microsensors were used previously to describe the
interfacial stick-slip motion [11] as the most important mechanism in thermosonic Au wire
ball bonding to Al pads (Au-Al process). In this chapter, the same experimental method is
applied with a hard and a soft Cu wire type (Cu-Al process). The signals are compared with
those obtained from ball bonds with standard Au wire. Prior to carrying out the microsensor
measurements, the bonding processes are optimized to obtain consistent bonded ball diam-
eters of ≈ 60 µm, yielding average shear strengths of at least 120 MPa at a process temper-
ature of ≈ 110°C.
The ball bond process optimization is described in Section 2.1. The analysis of the mea-
sured ultrasonic tangential force signals, including the microsensor design and calibration
is reported in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 reports on a new method to reduce ultrasonic pad
stress during thermosonic Cu ball bonding. Finally, Section 2.4 summarizes the results.
The research reported in this Chapter has been published in parts in Microelectronics Engi-
neering [62], Proceedings of 58th IEEE Electronics Components and Technology Confer-
ence [107], and IEEE Transactions on Electronics Packaging Manufacturing [108].26
2.1 Ball Bond Process Optimization
The automatic ESEC 3100 wire bonder (Besi Esec, Cham, Switzerland) is used to perform
thermosonic ball bonding with a standard Au wire, a hard Cu wire (Cu-H), and a soft Cu
wire (Cu-S). All wire types used are 25 µm in diameter, 99.99% purity, and manufactured
by MK Electron Co. Ltd., Yongin, Korea. Table 2-1 shows the basic mechanical properties
of the three wire types. The values for Vickers hardness were measured on the wire cross-
sections made perpendicular to the wire main axis. Using the deformability characteriza-
tion method reported in [109], it is found that the FAB made with Cu-S wire is softer than
that made with Cu-H wire.
Bonding is performed at a nominal heater plate temperature of 125 °C, resulting in an actual
chip temperature of ≈ 110 °C. A commercial ceramics bottleneck capillary having a hole
diameter of 35 µm and a chamfer diameter of 51 µm is used. During the formation of FABs
with the copper wires, a homogeneous mixture of 95% N2 and 5% H2 is used as a shielding
gas to prevent the oxidation of the molten FAB metal during solidification. The flow rate
of the shielding gas is set to 0.48 l/min.
The ball bond process optimization is aimed at obtaining maximum bond strength while
controlling the bonded ball geometry (diameter and height). It is used to find the optimum
levels of the process parameters (ultrasound, bond force, etc.) that result in maximum bond
strength for the targeted bonded ball geometry.
2.1.1 Procedure
Ball bonding processes are optimized for the three wire types using a four-step procedure:
(i) crescent bond optimization; (ii) FAB optimization; (iii) ball bond IF optimization; and
(iv) ball bond US optimization. Each of these steps is described below.
Table 2-1. Wire Properties
Property Au Cu-H Cu-S
Breaking load [gf] 10.0 12.6 10.1
Elongation [%] 2.8 14.9 11.2
Vickers hardness 50.0 57.8 55.527
The crescent bond parameters are optimized using an iterative method reported in [110],
and shown in Table 2-2. These parameters result in symmetrical bonds with consistent wire
tail length (length of the wire below the capillary tip), without any signs of fish tailing
(peeling). The unit % is used for the US parameter. It is proportional to the US vibration
amplitude where 1% is equivalent to a peak to peak amplitude of 26.6 nm measured at the
center of the transducer tip.
Next, the parameters for the EFO process are optimized to obtain a 50 µm diameter FAB.
To this end, 30 FABs are made with three different levels of EFO current (10 FABs for each
current level), and fixing all other EFO parameters such as tail length to 500 µm, EFO time
to 0.4 ms, and electrode to wire (E-W) distance to 300 µm. The FAB diameters are mea-
sured using an optical microscope and fitted with a second order polynomial against the
EFO current. From the fitted curve, the EFO current corresponding to a 50 µm FAB is
determined. An example plot visualizing this procedure is shown in Fig. 2-1. Table 2-3
shows the resulting EFO currents. Using this optimized EFO current, sample FABs are
made as shown in Figs. 2-2 (a), (b) and (c). The FAB diameters are verified to be
50 ± 0.5 µm. 
An IF value, which is nominally three times as high as the subsequent BF value is used (3-
to-1 ratio). US is present only after impact. The nominal parameters are given in Table 2-
Table 2-2. Crescent bond parameters
Parameter Au Cu-H Cu-S
Impact force [mN] 700 800 700
Bond force [mN] 350 500 700
Ultrasound [%] 65 75 75
Bond time [ms] 25 65 65
Pre-ultrasound,
 off at impact [%] 0 30 30
Table 2-3. EFO currents to obtain 50 µm diameter FABs
Au Cu-H Cu-S
Current, I [mA] 58.59 81.63 83.2528
4 . To verify the nominal IF/BF ratio, the actual forces applied by the machine are recorded
in real-time by the proximity sensor attached to the wire clamp of the bonder [110]. Exam-
ple force profiles are shown in Figs. 2-3 (a), (b), and (c). It is observed that the actual IF/
BF ratio is about 2.9. 
























I = 58.59 mA
Fig. 2-1. FAB diameter vs. EFO current for Au wire. Thick solid line is second order polynomial fit. EFO 
time = 0.4 ms.
20 µm
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2-2. Optical micrographs of example FABs obtained with (a) Au, (b) Cu-H, (c) Cu-S wires.
20 µm 20 µm
Table 2-4. Ball bonding parameters
Parameter Au Cu-H Cu-S
Impact force [mN] 800 1200 1200
Bond force [mN] 266 400 400
Bond time [ms] 25 25 25
Ultrasound [%] 25-70 50-86 50-8629
The IF values are adjusted such that the bonded ball geometries were the same with each
of the three wires with a target bonded ball diameter measured at the capillary imprint
(BDC) of ≈ 60 µm. To remove the effect of US enhanced deformation (UED) [22], the US
level is kept at the minimal level required for the bond formation with each of the three wire
types. The nominal BF is then calculated to maintain the 3-to-1 ratio.
The chips with Al metallized bond pads used for the ball bond process optimization trials
were supplied by Besi Esec (Cham, Switzerland). An example is shown in Fig. 2-4
mounted on a PLCC44 lead frame. On each chip, ball bonding is performed by varying the
US from the minimum US level required for bonding, in steps to high US level when the
ball is heavily deformed. For levels lower than the US ranges specified in Table 2-4, ball
non-stick on pads (NSOPs) are observed.
Fig. 2-3. Example measured force profiles of ball bonding process with (a) Au, (b) Cu-H and Cu-S wires.
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A set of 14 bonds using different US values for each is made per chip, repeated on ten chips.
Example micrographs of typical optimized ball bonds with Au, Cu-H, and Cu-S wires are
shown in Figs. 2-5 (a), (b), and (c), respectively. BDC and ball height (BH) values are mea-
sured at the capillary imprint using an optical microscope. Then the balls are sheared, and
the shear force (SF) is recorded. Example micrographs of the pad morphology after shear-
ing the ball bonds with Au, Cu-H, and Cu-S ball bonds are shown in Figs. 2-6 (a), (b), and
(c), respectively. 
The shear strength (SS) of the ball bond is defined as the shear force divided by the cross-
sectional area A, where A = π (BDC/2)2. The variations of BDC, BH, and SS as a function
of US are plotted in Figs. 2-7, 2-8 and 2-9, for the processes with Au, Cu-H, and Cu-S
wires, respectively. The optimum US levels are selected at the point (indicated by arrows











Fig. 2-5. Example micrographs of optimized ball bonds made with (a) Au, (b) Cu-H, and (c) Cu-S wires.
30 µm 30 µm
30 µm31
in the figures) when a sharp increase in BDC and decrease in BH is observed. This is the
maximum US at which there is no UED, i.e. the ball deformation is due to the normal IF
alone. The values for the processes with Au, Cu-H, and Cu-S wires are 51%, 70%, and
66%, respectively, as indicated by the red arrows in Fig. 2-7. 
2.1.2 Evaluation of Processes 
It is observed that ball bonds made with Cu wires have higher SS than those made with Au
wire. This is consistent with the findings reported in [103]. One of the reasons for the higher
SS values is possibly the higher US stress supported by Cu without yielding. If the US
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2-6. Example micrographs of pad morphology after shearing the ball bonds with (a) Au, (b) Cu-H, and 
(c) Cu-S wires.
30 µm 30 µm 30 µm
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stress induced to the ball is larger than the yield strength, additional UED occurs, and the
bonded ball dimensions are out of specifications. Since Cu has a tensile strength of about
210 MPa which is higher than that of Au (120 MPa) [111], higher US levels can be used
without UED, resulting in higher shear strengths.
In order to quantify the process capability (i.e. the ability of the process to produce output
within specification limits), the cpk value [112] is calculated using Eqn. 2-1
(2-1)
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Fig. 2-9. Ball bond shear strength vs. ultrasound for (a) Au, (b) Cu-H and (c) Cu-S wires. ‘SH’ denotes shear 
height. 
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where µ, , and  are the average, lower specification limit, and standard deviation of
the ball bond shear strength, respectively. From the EIA/JEDEC Standard 22-B116 [26],
 is defined to be 65.2 MPa. 
The cpk values are determined for various US levels for each of the three wire types and
plotted in Figs. 2-10 (a), (b), and (c), respectively, together with parabolic curve fits. The
fits are used to estimate the maximum cpk values at the optimized US parameter. These are
found to be 2.3 ± 0.9, 3.3 ± 1.4, and 3.7 ± 1.2 for Au, Cu-H, and Cu-S wires respectively.
The optimal US levels were chosen from Fig. 2-7 (start of BDC increase). The optimum
US parameter for Cu-H is slightly higher than that of Cu-S. However, the maximum of the
parabolic fit in Fig. 2-10 (c) is observed at a US value higher than that previously deter-
mined from Fig. 2-7. This apparent discrepancy may be attributed to the fact that the para-
bolic model used for the fit is a strongly simplified model for this type of process and
therefore less suited to evaluate an optimal ultrasound level. The discrepancy might further
be attributed to the relatively large uncertainty of the parabolic fit. In particular, the stan-
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Fig. 2-10. Shear strength cpk values with a parabolic fit (dashed lines indicate ±1 standard deviation) vs. 
ultrasound for (a) Au, (b) Cu-H, and Cu-S wires.
(a) (b) (c)
Au Cu-H Cu-S34
2.1.3 Reduced Ultrasound Process
The maximum shear strength cpk value determined for Cu ball bonding is approximately
1.5 times as large than that of the Au ball bonding process. However, the US level required
for Cu is approximately 30–37% higher than that required for Au. The higher US results in
higher force induced to the pad during the bonding process, which increases the pad stress
and therefore risk of underpad (or chip) damage.
One way to reduce this stress is to reduce the US level during the process. A trade-off is
expected between such a parameter reduction and achieving a high bond quality. For the
Cu ball bonding processes, the US level is reduced from the optimum value to a level at
which a SS equivalent to that of Au ball bonding (120 MPa) is obtained. In case of Cu-H
wire, the US level is reduced to 66% and for Cu-S wire, it is reduced to 60%, as indicated
by the dashed arrows in Figs. 2-9 (b), and (c), respectively and shown in Table 2-5. While
this causes the average SS to fall by ≈ 15%, the cpk (3.4 ± 1.3 and 3.0 ± 1.1 for reduced US
Cu-H and Cu-S process, respectively) does not change significantly. Thus, a successful Cu
ball bonding operation can be run at ≈ 7 – 9% lower US level than the conventionally opti-
mized value. The actual amount of reduction in pad stress by using the reduced US process
is reported in Section 2.3.
2.2 Ultrasonic Tangential Force
2.2.1 Test Chip
A test chip has been designed in the Microjoining Laboratory of the University of Waterloo
and developed using a standard 0.7 µm double metal, single polysilicon CMOS process of
Table 2-5. Ultrasound settings for optimized and reduced ball bonding process




AMI Semiconductor (Oudenaarde, Belgium). An example test chip is shown in Fig. 2-11.
The die size is 4 × 2.5 mm2. The chip has a number of independent test structures with
bonding test pads (standard Al pads). Test structure A shown in Fig. 2-12 is used in this
research. 












Daisy chain test pads
4-bit decoderHigh temperature
Fig. 2-12. Optical micrograph of the test structure A. Ultrasound is in y direction.
200 µm




Test structure A has thirteen octagonal shaped bonding test pads. Each test pad, as shown
by an optical micrograph in Fig. 2-13, has Si resistors integrated adjacent to it. The design
and operation of these sensors is similar to those reported in [5] and is described briefly in
Section 2.2.2.
The test pads are addressed using an on-chip multiplexer circuit consisting of a 4-bit
decoder and a high temperature switch matrix as shown in Fig. 2-12. The sensing and mul-
tiplexer address pads are placed at left and right edges. These pads have to be connected
with wire bonds prior to the measurement. The connection pad wires do not interfere with
the wires bonded to the test pads during the measurement.
2.2.2 Microsensor Design
Four serpentine shaped (strain gauge) type sensing elements R1, R2, R3, and R4, are placed
outside of the pad metallization at an average distance of 65 µm from the pad center, as
shown in Fig. 2-14 (a). An element has a room temperature resistance of 4.49 kΩ, a sensi-
tive area of 17.5 × 17.5 µm, forces the current into the  direction of the Si crystal,
and is covered by dielectric layers of the CMOS process. The sensitive material is highly
doped p+-diffusion, and the effect exploited is the piezoresistive effect, i.e. the change in
resistance caused by a change in mechanical stress at the resistor location [87–90]. The bulk
of the chip is p-type Si.










The sensing elements are connected in a Wheatstone bridge as shown in Fig. 2-14 (b). The
response of the sensor (signal) is 
(2-2)
where VS is the constant voltage operating the full Wheatstone bridge. The value of M is
non-dimensional and expressed in mV/V. 
Applying Kirchhoff’s circuit law leads to
(2-3)
Since all elements are designed the same, their electrical resistances Ri (i = 1,...,4) are
expressed as the sum of a common base resistance R and individual resistance . The
relative resistance change of one element is defined as . Thus,
(2-4)
With Eqns. 2-2 – 2-4 and assuming Ri >> ri, M simplifies to
R 4
Fig. 2-14. (a) Layout and identification of connections to microsensor elements next to test pad; (b) 
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(2-5)
Thus, the sensor signal is approximately equal to the average of the values (r1, –r2,–r3, r4).
Due to the symmetry expressed by Eqn. 2-5, the Wheatstone bridge is largely “blind” to all
changes of resistance that are same for all four bridge elements. This is the case for temper-
ature induced resistance changes. 
The sensor signal M is related to the mechanical stress changes by the formula for the rel-
ative resistance change of a sensor element,
(2-6)
where , , and  are the changes of stress tensor components averaged over the
element location, π11, π12 and π44 are the piezoresistive coefficients of the p+ silicon, and
 is the resistor angle with respect to the x-axis. Typical values of π11, π12 and π44 are
found in [5, 89] are 0.11 × 10-10 Pa-1, 0.1 × 10-10 Pa-1 and 7.5 × 10-10 Pa-1, respectively. 
Since the values of (π11, π12) << π44, and the fact that the US vibrations are in the resistor
direction (y-direction), >> . Thus, Eqn. 2-6 reduces to
(2-7)
Therefore, this design is selectively sensitive to the stress field originating due to US vibra-
tions at the bond interface. The frequency range of the microsensor exceeds several MHz
[5]. The US frequency (100–130 kHz) is low enough not to excite the microsensor reso-
nance frequency. In addition, the US frequency does not excite the parasitic vibrations of
the measurement setup itself as is evident from the measured signals.
2.2.3 Microsensor Calibration
The microsensor is calibrated for US tangential force FT using a standard sensor [5] with a
similar design provided by Besi Esec, Cham, Switzerland. This standard sensor itself has a
sensitivity of 10.2 ± 0.5 mV/V/N [5]. To calibrate the microsensor, ball bonding tests are
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performed with a 50 µm diameter Au free air ball (FAB) on an ESEC 3100 automatic ball-
wedge bonder. This bonder offers a software feature that allows to split the bonding oper-
ation into multiple segments. The duration, BF, and US level for each segment can be
adjusted separately, resulting in parameter profiles of varying complexities. The US param-
eter profile for the calibration test is defined in Table 2-6. The tests are performed at room
temperature.
A high normal BF of 1000 mN for all segments ensures that there is no friction between the
ball and pad during the calibration. The absence of interfacial sliding is confirmed by the
weakness of the 3rd harmonic of FT, the values of which do not exceed 0.05 mV/V. Since
the US levels selected are lower than those required for bonding, the deformed FAB does
not stick to the pad, and is removed from the pad and subsequently bonded at the second
bond position defined on the package. For the next test, a fresh FAB is fired. The tests are
repeated on ten samples each of the microsensor and the standard sensor. 
The microsensor response M has a high frequency (US frequency) and a low frequency
content. For simplicity, only the amplitude of US frequency, E is used. It is evaluated using
a method described in [5]. An example E from the calibration test is shown in Fig. 2-15 (a).
Values of E are evaluated as the average of the microsensor response for each US level in
Fig. 2-15 (a). Figure 2-15 (b) shows a linear relationship between the evaluated values
from the microsensor and from the standard sensor. The calibration factor of the microsen-
sor is evaluated as the slope of the linear fit in Fig. 2-15 (b) and is determined to be
fcalib = 17.27 ± 0.99 mV/V/N. The error value includes the fit error of the microsensor and
the sensitivity error of the standard sensor.
Table 2-6. Ultrasound parameter profile for calibration experiment
Segment number
Impact force
= 1000 mN Bond force = 1000 mN
1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Time [ms] 1 1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Ultrasound [%] 0 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 1640
To study the effect of temperature on the sensitivity of the microsensor, the calibration is
repeated at 100°C. The calibration factor of the microsensor at 100°C is 16.52 ± 0.86 mV/
V/N, which is ≈ 4.3% lower than that measured at room temperature (17.27 mV/V/N). It is
noted that fcalib does not vary significantly due to frictional heating during bonding. This is
due to the cooling of the bonding zone (interface) due to heat transfer from the hot bond
pad to the cooler ball/capillary during touchdown, which precedes the heating effect due to
US friction. Studies of the real-time temperature have shown that the effective temperature
rise at the interface (due to both cooling and heating effects) does not exceed 10°C [91–94].
The temperature rise at the sensor location itself is significantly lower than that at the inter-
face.
2.2.4 Experimental setup
The microsensor test chip is die bonded to a gold plated polyimide substrate supplied by
Besi Esec, Cham, Switzerland, using a commercially available Ag filled epoxy adhesive.
The sensor channels and the multiplexer addressing channels are connected to the terminals
on the substrate by Au wire bonds as shown in Fig. 2-16. A constant DC voltage of VS = 3V
is applied to the microsensor. 
Fig. 2-15. (a) Example microsensor response for the calibration test. (b) Calibration of the microsensor 
using a standard sensor [5]. The numbers in % indicates the ultrasound level.









































































Ball bonding using the optimized US level for Au, Cu-H, and Cu-S wires (shown in
Table 2-5) is performed on the test pads with each of the three wire types, and the real time
signals of the microsensor are recorded on a PC. The measurements are performed on 10
chips. An example bond on the octagonal shaped test pad between the sensing elements of
the microsensor is shown by the SEM micrograph in Fig 2-17. 
2.2.5 Results and Discussion
The signals of US tangential force FT obtained during thermosonic ball bonding with Au,
Cu-H, and Cu-S wires are shown in Figs. 2-18 (a), (b), and (c), respectively. Each of these
Fig. 2-16. Microsensor test chip attached on gold metallization of polyimide substrate. Ultrasound in y 








Fig. 2-17. SEM micrograph of a ball bond on the microsensor test pad (shown here is an optimized ball bond 







signals consist of approximately 3,125 cycles of US vibration. Hence, the signals appear as
filled areas. The waveform of the signal between 3 and 4 ms after touchdown is shown
adjacent to the signal for each wire type. The harmonics of the microsensor signals obtained
with Au, Cu-H, and Cu-S wires are shown in Figs. 2-19 (a), (b), and (c), respectively.
The results obtained with Au wire are consistent with those reported previously [11, 21].
Between 1 ms and 1.5 ms after US dissipation starts, a break-off in the microsensor signal



























Fig. 2-18. (a) Example FT signals measured by the microsensor for (a) Au, (b) Cu-H, and (c) Cu-S ball 


















































harmonic. During this period, the waveform of the signal becomes cropped as shown in
Fig. 2-18 (a), indicating a harmonically driven stick-slip motion at the bond interface. 
The cropped signal waveform is mathematically constructed out of the first harmonic and
of the other odd harmonic amplitudes, as shown by an example (first and third harmonics
only) in Fig. 2-20. When the third harmonic amplitude is low or not present at all, the wave-
form does not deviate from the sinusoidal shape. Since the cropped waveform indicates




Fig. 2-19. Amplitudes of harmonics from FT signals of (a) Au, (b) Cu-H, (c) Cu-S ball bonds shown in 
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In contrast, in the Cu ball bonding process, as soon as the US dissipation starts, the force
signal rises rapidly and no signal break-off is observed. The relative amount of the third
harmonic is approximately 5 times smaller than in the Au-Al ball bonding process, as
shown by the typical curves of amplitude ratio of the third by the first harmonic in Fig. 2-
21. The averages ± standard deviations of the maximum amplitude ratio of the third by the
first harmonic are 13.6 ± 0.4 %, 2.8 ± 0.3 %, and 2.4 ± 0.3 % for the Au, Cu-H, and Cu-S
ball bonding, respectively. The cropped sinusoidal waveform explaining the interfacial






Fig. 2-20. Mathematical construction of the cropped waveform from the first and third harmonic amplitudes 













Time from Touchdown [ms]
Fig. 2-21. Ratios of 3rd by 1st harmonic amplitudes vs. time.
Au, max. ratio = 0.1375
Cu-H, max. ratio = 0.0300
Cu-S, max. ratio = 0.025045
magnitude compared to the Au/Al process, the amount of stick-slip friction in the Cu/Al is
still an important if not the leading mechanism for a successful Cu ball bond.
2.2.5.1 Ultrasonic Stresses at Bond Pad and Sensor Location
The US tangential force FT induces a mechanical stress field at the bonding interface (US
pad stress ) and at the microsensor element location (US microsensor stress, ).
Since the bonded ball diameters are constant (≈ 58 µm),  is proportional to FT in the
case of a finished bond. The maximum US force induced to the pad is reached at the points
Fmax shown in Figs. 2-19 (a), (b), and (c). Thus, the maximum value of  is
(2-8)
The maximum value of  is estimated using Eqn. 2-7 and is 
 Pa (2-9)
where Mmax is the dimensionless maximum value of the microsensor response M (Eqn. 2-
7). It is given by
(2-10)
where fcalib = 17.27 ± 0.99 mV/V/N is the calibration factor of the microsensor (see
Section 2.2.3). Table 2-7 shows the estimated values of  and  evaluated for Au,
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Table 2-7. Comparison of US stress acting at bond interface and sensor location
Wire type
[MPa] [MPa]
Au 11.6 ± 0.1 91.3 ± 0.8
Cu-H 15.3 ± 0.1 120.7 ± 0.6












To characterize the bond growth, ball bonds are made with Au, Cu-H and Cu-S wires using
the respective optimized settings with bond time parameters varying in steps of at least
1 ms and not smaller than 2.5 ms. The tests are conducted on five chips on the daisy chain
pads shown in Fig. 2-12. For each bond time, two bonds are made on each chip. The shear
strengths for various bond time parameters are shown in Fig. 2-22. 
It is observed that the rate of bond growth in Cu is faster than in Au. When bonded with the
smallest time parameter (rounded to integer millisecond values) required for successful
bonding (no NSOP), Au reaches only about 20% of its maximum shear strength (Fig. 2-22),
and the microsensor signal [Fig. 2-19 (a)] is at 73% of its maximum value. The microsensor
signal and the shear strength reach 90% of their maximum values at 2.9 ms and 16 ms after
ultrasound on, respectively. In contrast, the bond with Cu wire reaches 50% of its maxi-
mum shear strength (Fig. 2-22), when bonded with the smallest time parameter (rounded to
integer millisecond values), and the microsensor signal [Figs. 2-19 (b), (c)] is 94% of its
maximum level. The microsensor signal and the shear strength reach 90% of its maximum
level 1.1 ms and 6 ms after ultrasound on, respectively.
Fig. 2-22. Shear strength vs. bonding time plots for Au, Cu-H, and Cu-S ball bonds. Results shown only for 
parameters without NSOP occurring. 




















2.3 Reduction of Ultrasonic Pad Stress
In addition to ball bonding using the optimized US setting described in Section 2.2.5, ball
bonds are made using the reduced US processes (for Cu-H and Cu-S wires) on the micro-
sensor test pads. The measurements are performed on 10 chips for each setting listed in
Table 2-5.
The statistics of Fmax values measured for optimum and reduced ball bonding processes
with Au, Cu-H, and Cu-S wires are plotted in Fig. 2-23. Table 2-8 shows the 95% confi-
dence interval (C.I.) estimates of the average Fmax values for each of the five processes. It
Fig. 2-23. Maximum ultrasonic force Fmax for five processes. 
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Table 2-8. Statistical summary (Fig. 2-23)
Process
Max. Ultrasonic Force, Fmax
(95% C.I. estimates)
Difference to Au process
(95% C.I. estimates)
[mN] [mN] [%]
Au, optimized 256.2 ± 5.6 —
Cu-H, optimized 339.7 ± 14.8 83.5 ± 7.6 32.6 ± 2.9
Cu-S, optimized 324.7 ± 6.7 68.5 ± 4.1 26.7 ± 1.6
Cu-H, reduced 311.4 ± 4.9 55.2 ± 3.5 21.5 ± 1.4
Cu-S, reduced 304.4 ± 11.2 48.2 ± 5.2 18.8 ± 2.048
is observed that Fmax for optimized Cu-H ball bonding process is d = 83.5 ± 7.6 mN (i.e.,
about 33%) larger than that measured for the optimized Au ball bonding process. The com-
parison values for the remaining processes are given in Table 2-8. The reduced US Cu-S
wire process succeeds in diminishing the force gap to the Au wire process by 42% (i.e., an
absolute decrease of about 19%). 
The gap can be reduced further or even closed completely by using even softer wires than
Cu-S and/or modifying the BF value or the IF-to-BF) ratio. The IF-to-BF ratio used here is
relatively high, resulting in considerable strain hardening of the Cu balls in particular [23, 
105, 106]. Detailed studies on the effect of IF/BF on US pad stress is reported in Chapter 3.
2.4 Summary
Thermosonic ball bonding processes on test chips with Al metallized bonding pads are opti-
mized with one Au and two Cu wire types, all 25 µm diameter, obtaining average shear
strengths of more than 120 MPa. The process temperature is ≈ 110 °C. For the first time,
in situ real time signals of US tangential force measured during thermosonic Cu ball bond-
ing are reported. The analysis of the US force signal harmonics leads to the conclusion that
the stick-slip frictional behavior is significantly less pronounced in Cu ball bonding pro-
cess. The bond growth with Cu is approximately 2.5 times as fast as that in a comparable
Au process.
Ball bonds made with Cu wire show at least 15% higher shear strength than those made
with Au wire. The estimated maximum shear strength cpk value determined for Cu ball
bonding (cpk = 3.7 ± 1.2) is almost 1.5 times as large as that of the Au ball bonding process
(cpk = 2.3 ± 0.9). However, the US level required for Cu is approximately 1.3 times than
that required for Au. Consequently, about 30% higher US pad stress is measured. The
accompanying higher stresses increase the risk of underpad damage.
One way to reduce ultrasonic bonding stresses is by choosing the softer of the two Cu wire
types, resulting in a measured US force reduction of about 5%. A second way is to reduce
the US level. While this causes the average shear strength to fall by 15%, the US force falls
by 9%. The cpk value does not change significantly, suggesting that a successful Cu ball
bonding operation can be run with about 0.9 times the conventionally optimized US level.49
The process adjusted in this way reduces the extra stress observed with Cu wire compared
to that observed with Au wire by 42%.50
 3 Low-stress Thermosonic Cu Ball Bonding
Chapter 2 reported on a new, fast method to reduce the extra stress observed during Cu ball
bonding. It has been shown that an US level, about 15% lower than the conventionally opti-
mized level can be used in combination with a softer bonding wire material to obtain Cu
ball bonds of comparable geometry and strength to that of Au ball bonds, while reducing
the stress gap by ≈ 42%. The study had considered the material and the optimization of the
US parameter. The effect of BF on bonding quality and pad stress was not investigated.
This chapter presents bond process optimization results with an aim to answer the question:
What is the synergistic effect of BF and US on the bonding quality, pad splash, and the
stress delivered to the bond pad?
In this Chapter, Section 3.1 describes the experimental details and results pertaining to the
optimization of processes. Section 3.2 reports on the Al pad splash measurements. It also
describes the “noodle effect”, which is used to explain the influence of US on the deforma-
tion of Cu bonded balls. The US pad stress results are shown in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 dis-
cusses the US/BF process window for low-stress Cu ball bonding. Finally, the results and
conclusions of the study are summarized in Section 3.5.
The research reported in this Chapter has been published in parts in the Proceedings of 11th
IEEE Electronic Packaging Technology Conference [113] and accepted for publication in
Microelectronics Reliability: Special Issue on Copper Wire Bonding [114]. 
3.1 Experimental
Thermosonic ball bonding is performed using a 25 µm diameter Cu wire (MK Electron Co.
Ltd., Yongin, Korea) on an automatic ESEC 3100 ball-wedge bonder (Besi Esec, Cham,
Switzerland), having an ultrasonic frequency of 128 kHz. The Cu wire used in this study is
same as the Cu-H wire described in Section 2.1. The bonding is performed at a nominal
heater plate temperature of 150°C, resulting in a temperature of ≈ 138°C at the bond pad.
The capillary, shielding gas type and flow rate are the same as those in Section 2.1.51
3.1.1 Process Optimization
Ball bonding processes are optimized for eight levels of BF using the procedure described
in Section 2.1.1. The details and results of process optimization specific to this study are
reported below.
The crescent bond parameters to obtain consistent wire tail are shown in Table 3-1. Next,
FABs are made with four different levels of EFO current (10 FABs for each current level)
while fixing all other parameters, including tail length to 500 µm, EFO time to 0.4 ms, and
electrode to wire distance to 300 µm. The FAB diameters are measured using an optical
microscope and fitted with a quadratic polynomial against the EFO current. From the fitted
curve, the EFO current corresponding to a 50 µm FAB is determined. A plot visualizing
this procedure is shown in Fig. 3-1 from which the EFO current to obtain a 50 µm FAB is
Table 3-1. Crescent bond parameters
Impact force [mN] 800
Bond force [mN] 500
Bond time [ms] 75
Ultrasound [%] 65
Pre-ultrasound, off at impact [%] 30
Fig. 3-1. FAB diameter vs. EFO current.























I = 82.5 mA52
determined and is 82.5 mA. Using this current, sample FABs are made and the diameters
are verified to be 50 ± 0.3 µm. A SEM micrograph of a typical 50 µm diameter FAB is
shown in Fig. 3-2.
The value of IF for the ball bond process is optimized to obtain the targeted ball geometry
measured using an optical microscope: BDC ≈ 58 µm and BH ≈ 15 µm. To this end,
sample ball bonds are made for different values of IF ranging between 1000 mN to
1300 mN. The BF and US values are kept constant at 400 mN and 52%, respectively. The
selected US level is the minimum required US for bond formation for the given BF, and is
taken from the US optimization reported for Cu-H wire in Section 2.1. Thus, there is no
additional US effect on ball geometry. The optimum value of IF is found to be 1200 mN.
This value results in ball bonds with BDC = 58.2 ± 0.4 µm and BH = 14.2 ± 0.3 µm.
Ball bonding is performed on ten wire bonding test chips with Al metallized bond pads
(Besi Esec, Cham, Switzerland), at levels of BF: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, and
800 mN. For each BF level, ball bonding is performed by varying US from the minimum
level required for bonding, B, in steps beyond a level D above which the ball experiences
additional plastic deformation by US. The bonding time is fixed at 25 ms. A SEM micro-
graph of a typical bonded chip is shown in Fig. 3-3. On each chip, two identical sets of
bonds are made (Fig. 3-3), where each set corresponds to the US levels from B and D for
the given BF level. Bonding is repeated on ten chips, resulting in a sample of 20 bonds for
each US/BF combination.
The variations in BDC and SS as a function of US for each of the levels of BF are shown
in Figs. 3-4 and 3-5, respectively. Each BDC measurement is the average of the bonded ball
Fig. 3-2. SEM micrograph of a typical 50 µm diameter FAB. Current = 82.5 mA, firing time = 0.4 ms.
20 µm53
diameters in x- and y-directions at the capillary imprint. For US levels lower than B, ball
non-stick on pad (NSOP) is observed. The optimum US levels are selected at the UED tran-
sition point D. Beyond the level D, for any additional increase in the value of US, a sharp
increase in BDC is observed.
The SS results (Fig. 3-5) show that a maximum average shear strength of at least 130 MPa
is obtained for each of the BF levels confirming the large size of the BF process window
that is predicted by theory [97]. The maximum shear strength is observed for US levels
close to level D. It is found that with increasing BF, the value of optimum US parameter D
decreases. However, for lower BF levels, the window between B and D is found to be wider
than that for high BF levels. Thus, significantly lower levels of BF and US can be used to
obtain Cu ball bonds with relatively high SS. This might lead to a reduction in the pad stress
during bonding, thereby reducing the chances of damage to the Si chip.
3.2 Al Pad Splash
Figures 3-6 (a) and (b) show the optical and SEM micrographs of typical pads, respec-
tively, after the Cu ball bonds were sheared. Bright coloured Al splash material is visible
outside the bond interface and is largest in the US direction. Within the bright splash, a dark
ring is observed. Optical profilometry shows that the ring is ≈ 0.5 – 1 µm higher than the
unbonded pad surface, and ≈ 2 µm lower than the maximum splash height that occurs at the
edge. These observations and the SEM micrograph in Fig. 3-6 (b) confirm that the ring con-
stitutes part of the splash itself, and is outside the bond interface. The Al extruded can


















follow the shape of the ball (ball bulge) to a certain distance before extruding further out as
shown by the illustration in Fig. 3-7. The Al extruded under the ball bulge can have a slope
steep enough so the vertical illumination light is reflected out of the microscope resulting
in the dark appearance (black ring). The results of energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)
analysis does not show any significant differences in the amount of Al (85–96%) and Si (4–
13%) content in both the bright splash and the dark ring. However, the results of EDS
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having atomic numbers of 13 and 14, respectively. Therefore, the difference in x-ray ener-
gies diffracted by Al and Si is small, making it difficult to detect using EDS. An advanced
chemical composition study, e.g. wavelength dispersive spectroscopy (WDS) might give
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Fig. 3-5. Shear strength for different levels of US and BF. Arrows indicate optimum US level.
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The ball diameter at interface (BDI) and splash diameter at interface (SDI) are measured in
US direction using an optical microscope as shown in Fig. 3-6 (a). The results are shown
in Fig. 3-8. It is observed that the BDI decreases with increasing US levels. Higher US
levels cause excessive ball deformation at the capillary contact, resulting in higher BDC
and lower BDI. An example micrograph showing one of the smallest BDI samples is shown
in Fig. 3-9 (a). 
BDI SDI
Al Splash
Fig. 3-6. (a) Optical and (b) SEM micrographs of typical sheared Cu ball bonds. Definitions of ball diameter 
at interface (BDI) and splash diameter at interface (SDI) are shown.
US
Al Splash












Fig. 3-7. Illustration of concave shaped ball/pad interface [63] due to "noodle effect" in Cu ball bonding. 




The bonded ball deforms plastically in a similar way as a dough ball between two pressing
plates under parallel movements oscillating in opposed directions as illustrated in Fig. 3-
10. This analogous process forms the dough into a cylinder (noodle) ready for further pro-
cessing into e.g. a brezel or a baguette. The cylinder extends perpendicular to the oscillation
direction. The higher the oscillation amplitude, the more pronounced the “noodle effect”.
In a similar way, the BDI decreases with increasing US. The reduction in the BDI is accom-
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Fig. 3-8. Interfacial diameters: BDI ( )and SDI ( ) for different levels of US and BF. 



















10% as shown by its elliptical shape in Fig. 3-9 (b). The minor axis of the ellipse is in the
US direction and the major axis is perpendicular to the US direction.
Fig. 3-9. Typical Cu ball bond (US = 77% and BF = 600 mN) with one of the smallest BDI: (a) SEM 
fractograph after shear; (b) Optical micrograph of the bond before shear showing non-circular BDC. 













BDCx = 1.11 × BDCy
Force
Plates dough ball
Fig. 3-10. Illustration of “noodle” formation process, which is analogous to the deformation behavior of the 
















The amount of splash can be quantified using SDI. The value of SDI increases with increas-
ing US and can be compared to the volume of pad wear W defined by the sliding wear
model [115]
(3-1)
where k is the dimensionless wear coefficient, FN is the normal load (BF in N), AT is the
total sliding distance (in m), and H is the hardness of the softer material (in Pa), in this case
the Al bond pad [116–118]. According to Eqn. 3-1, the higher the BF, the larger the value
of SDI. On the other hand, high US levels lead to larger sliding amplitudes, longer sliding
distances for the same time, and to larger values of SDI. These predictions are consistent
with the experimental results observed in Fig. 3-8.
3.3 Pad stress
Ball bonding is performed on the microsensor test pad (Fig. 2-13) at optimum US level and
US level needed to obtain shear strengths of ≈ 120 MPa (reduced US level) for different
levels of BF. A baseline level of 120 MPa is selected since it is a typical shear strength
achieved for a comparable Au ball bonding process in Section 2.1. The values of optimum
US and reduced US parameters corresponding to each level of BF are shown in Table 3-2.
The setup used for microsensor measurement is shown in Fig. 2-16. The measurements are
W
k FN A⋅ T⋅
3H
------------------------=
Table 3-2. Optimum and reduced US processes
BF [mN]
Optimum Reduced




300 140 73 55
400 140 70 58
500 136 67 60
600 130 65 6260
performed on ten chips for each parameter setting shown in Table 3-2, and the in situ US
force acting at the pad is measured. 
The maximum US force Fmax is evaluated for optimum and reduced US levels for different
levels of BF and plotted in Fig. 3-11. It is observed that for optimum US, a high BF level
(BF = 600 mN, US = 65%) leads to ≈ 18% reduction in the value of Fmax than for low BF
(BF = 200 mN, US = 77%). However, the value of SS drops from 145 MPa to 135 MPa for
BF increasing from 200 mN to 600 mN. By using a lower value of BF (200 mN) combined
with a reduced US level (US = 53%), the value of Fmax can be reduced by ≈ 30% (relative)
while maintaining a SS of 120 MPa.
3.4 Discussion
Figure 3-12 shows process results summarized in the US/BF space. The lines of friction
and UED determined for Cu ball bonding process are shaped similar to those found for an
Au process [97]. For any combination of US and BF which lies in the region below the line
of friction, ball NSOPs are expected. Similarly, any combination of US and BF which lies
above the line of deformation results in BDC values greater than 58 µm. Contour curves
visualize the results for SS and Fmax. 
There is a trade-off between maximizing SS and controlling ball deformation. While stay-
ing below the deformation curve, SS reaches 140 MPa in region C shown in Fig. 3-12, and
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Fig. 3-11. Maximum force acting on the pad (Fmax) vs. bond force. The error bars indicate 
average ± standard deviation.
Optimum US Reduced US (120 MPa)
18%61
a conventional process window could be chosen within this region. However, this region
also results in high values of Fmax, increasing the chances of pad damage. To minimize the
chances of pad damage, Cu ball bonds can be made using parameter combinations lying in
the lower stress bonding region R shown in Fig. 3-12. Within the region R, SS ≥ 120 MPa
and Fmax ≤ 250 mN. These values of SS and Fmax correspond to those obtained for a typical
Au ball bonding process. Thus, by a thorough optimization of BF and US, it is possible to
completely eliminate the stress gap between Cu and Au ball bonding.
Figure 3-13 shows the contour plot of SDI in the US/BF space. While the low-stress bond-
ing region (R in Fig. 3-12) results in lower values of SDI, no universal correlation between
SDI and Fmax is observed. A possible reason for this might be that Fmax quantifies the max-
imum average stress acting at the bond pad, but not the peak values. The localized peak
stresses might be more influential in determining splash and pad failure. A detailed under-
standing of the effective underpad stress distribution would be helpful in gaining insights
into pad failure mechanisms.
Ball NSOP















Fig. 3-12. US/BF process space with window for low-stress Cu ball bonding (R). The symbols ‘ ’ and 
‘ ’denote the points for each measured parameter combination and microsensor measurement points, 
























Ball bonding processes are optimized on Al pads with a 25.4 µm diameter Cu wire to obtain
average shear strengths of more than 100 MPa. Bonding is performed at eight levels of BF:
100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, and 800 mN. For each level of BF, the US parameter is
optimized. For ball bonds made with conventionally optimized BF and US settings,
SS ≈ 140 MPa. The amount of splash extruding out of bond interface is between 10–12 µm.
It can be reduced to 3–7 µm if accepting a SS reduction to 50–70 MPa. For excessive US
settings, elliptical shaped Cu bonded balls are observed, with the minor axis of the ellipse
in the US direction and the major axis perpendicular to the US direction. To quantify the
direct effect of BF and US on pad stress, in situ US force is measured. By using a lower
value of BF combined with a reduced US level, the pad stress can be reduced by 30% while
achieving an average shear strength of at least 120 MPa. These process settings also aid in
reducing the amount of splash by 4.3 µm (2.15 µm on each side).
The conventional optimization aims at maximum bond SS for the targeted bond geometry.
However, it also causes the highest US stress on the pad. Therefore, a better optimization
criterion could be adequately high SS, opposed to maximum shear strength. To this end,
contour curves of the maximum ultrasonic force measured by the microsensor are shown
in the US/BF process space. The results demonstrate that the underpad damage risks typical
to a Cu ball bonding process can be reduced by a thorough optimization of the bonding pro-































cess settings for US and BF. The amount of Al pad splash can also be reduced to a certain
extent, however, it cannot be eliminated completely by controlling the US and BF settings
alone. 64
 4 Ultrasonic Al Wedge-Wedge Bonding
This Chapter reports on the in situ US tangential force measured during Al wedge bonding
process on Al pads (Al-Al process). Al wedge bonds are investigated for the same or similar
mechanisms observed previously during Au-Al and Cu-Al ball bonding processes. In com-
bination with measurements of the current supplied to the US transducer and free-air vibra-
tion amplitude of the tool tip, the measured US force is used to derive the US friction power
delivered to the interface during Al-Al wedge bonding process.
Section 4.1 describes the experimental details and procedure used in this study, including
the microsensor details and calibration. The US force signals measured during a typical Al-
Al process is reported in Section. 4.2. Section 4.3 reports on the friction power theory and
experimental results pertaining to it. Finally, the results and conclusions of the study are
summarized in Section 4.4.
The research reported in this Chapter has been published in the Journal of Applied Physics
[119].
4.1 Experimental
US wire bonding is performed using a 25 µm diameter AlSi1 wire (1% Si) on Delvotek
6319 wedge-wedge bonder (Delvotek, Ottobrunn, Germany), having a nominal US fre-
quency f = 95 kHz. The tool used for bonding is a tungsten carbide wedge tool ET-25-50-
45, manufactured by Erosionstechnik Neudegger (Puchheim, Germany). A microsensor
test chip [5] shown in Fig. 4-1 is used in this study. Note that this test chip (explained in
Section 4.1.1) is different than the one used for ball bonding in Chapters 2 and 3. The test
chip is die bonded to a 20-pin SOIC package using a commercial silver filled epoxy, which
then is cured at 150°C for 90 min. The connection pads to the microsensor are connected
to the package terminals by Au wire ball bonds. The package terminals are then soldered
to a printed circuit board (PCB) as shown in Fig. 4-2. The PCB is mounted on a glass slid
using a double sided tape and then fixed on the vacuum chuck of the bonding table.65
4.1.1 Microsensor
The microsensor test chip [5] used in this study is manufactured using a standard 0.8 µm
double polysilicon CMOS process and is provided by Besi Esec (Cham, Switzerland). The
test chip [5] consists of 48 bonding pads with integrated microsensors shown in Fig. 4-2,
which are addressed using a multiplexer circuitry co-integrated on the chip. The design and
operation of the microsensor and the various electrical components integrated in the test
chip are explained in detail in [5] and briefly described below.















connectors to measurement system
10 mm66
An example test pad with integrated microsensor is shown in Fig. 4-3 (a). In contrast to the
octagonal shaped test used for ball bonding, a rectangular test pad, 75 × 134 µm, is used for
the wedge bonding application. The wire and US directions are along the length of the rect-
angular pad. The microsensor consists of four slanting line n+ diffused Si piezoresistors
integrated next to the bonding test pad as shown by the illustration in Fig. 4-3 (b). This
design is selectively sensitive to the force component in the direction of US vibrations [5].
The piezoresistors are connected in a Wheatstone bridge configuration. The Wheatstone
bridge is powered by a constant supply voltage, VS = 3.75V. The voltage across the bridge
is calculated using VB = VH – VL, where VH is the voltage taken between R1 and R3, and VL
is the voltage taken between R2 and R4. 
The microsensor is calibrated for US tangential force using the procedure described in
Section 2.2.3. All conditions and process parameter settings (Table 2-6) for the calibration
test are exactly the same as those reported in Section 2.2.3. An example microsensor signal
E from a calibration test is shown in Fig. 4-4 (a). Average values of E for each level of US
are evaluated in Fig. 4-4 (a). Figure 4-4 (b) shows a linear relationship between the evalu-
ated values from the microsensor and from the standard sensor. The calibration factor of
the microsensor is evaluated as the slope of the linear fit in Fig. 4-4 (b) and is determined
Fig. 4-3. (a) Optical micrograph of microsensor test pad with four slanting line n+ Si piezo-resistors 


















to be fcalib = 5.9 ± 0.33 mV/V/N. The error value includes the fit error and the sensitivity
error of the standard sensor. Thus, the US force measured using the microsensor is 
(4-1)
4.1.2 Experimental Plan
Al wire wedge bonding is performed on the Al test pad of the microsensor and the in situ
US force variations during the bonding process is measured simultaneously. The first bond
is performed on the microsensor test pad and the second bond is made on the package rim
as shown in Fig. 4-5 (a). An example wedge bond on the microsensor test pad is shown in
Fig. 4-5 (b). The parameters used for bonding are shown in Table 4-1. Note the different

























Fig. 4-4. (a) Example microsensor response for calibration test. Numbers in % indicate ultrasound level; (b) 
Calibration curve with step values from tests.













































Table 4-1. Optimized wedge bond parameters
Parameter Value
Ultrasonic parameter, USP 100 units
Bond force, FN 250 mN
Touchdown force 50 mN
Time 35 ms68
ultrasound parameter used compared to that previously described for the ball bonder. The
technical ultrasound parameter (USP) of the wedge bonder is dimensionless and ranges
from 0 to 200 units. To relate it to a physical quantity, the transient free-air vibration ampli-
tude of the tool tip, , is measured using a Laser Interferometer OFV 501 and a
Vibrometer Controller OFV 3000 of Polytec GmbH, Waldbronn, Germany. A laser spot
6 µm in diameter is focussed at the center of the tool tip while vibrating freely in air
(FN = 0, no wire) for the USP = 100 units. A typical plot of  is shown in Fig. 4-6,
resulting in a maximum vibration amplitude, Aomax = 0.75 µm. The result shows that there
is ≈ 6.5 ms time lag to reach 95% of Aomax.
4.2 Ultrasonic Tangential Force
An example US force signal is shown in Fig. 4-7 (a). The signal consists of approximately
3,500 cycles of US vibrations. As soon as the US period starts, FT rises sharply for approx-
imately 2.5 ms when a break-off in the signal is observed. About 1.5 ms after the break-off,
25 µm
Fig. 4-5. (a) Overview photograph showing Al wire wedge bonds on microsensor chip; (b) close-up of 






















the signal starts to rise gradually until the end of the US period. The waveforms of the signal
at various times are shown in Fig. 4-7 (b). It is found that immediately after the break-off,
the signal waveform [3 ms and 6 ms in Fig. 4-7 (b)] deviates from the sinusoidal shape it
had initially (at 1 ms). This deviation is observed in only one direction of the US cycle, i.e.,
when the FT rises from the negative half cycle to the positive half cycle. The waveform
returns to sinusoidal shape about 10 ms after the break-off. In contrast, the break-off
Fig. 4-6. Free vibration amplitude of tool tip  for USP = 100 units.Ao t( )
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Fig. 4-7. (a) In situ ultrasonic force signal of Al-Al wedge bonding process; (b) Signal waveforms at 
different times after ultrasound on.
3 ms1 ms 6 ms
9 ms 12 ms 25 ms
(b)USP = 100 units, FN = 250 mN70
reported previously in Au wire ball bonding on Al pads [21] is characterized by a cropped
sinusoidal waveform.
The US force signal is filtered at its fundamental, 2nd, and 3rd harmonic frequencies and the
resulting amplitudes are plotted in Fig. 4-8. Amplitudes of harmonics higher than the 3rd
are negligible and hence not shown. Four phases (1, 2, 3 and 4) can be distinguished for the
Al-Al process. During phase 1, the wire sticks to the pad. This is because  is not high
enough to overcome the static frictional force (Fb) required to cause any sliding at the inter-
face. Phase 2 starts at time tb when the fundamental (first harmonic) of FT shows the char-
acteristic break-off. At the same time, the second and third harmonics start to increase
sharply from zero. This is caused by the onset of friction at the wire-pad interface. The fric-
tion facilitates the relative sliding of the wire on the pad causing bond area cleaning by wear
of the native oxide layers at the interface. Moreover, the first harmonic does not rise any
further until the end of this phase at tb2, indicating the need of “minimum cleaning” or min-
imum amount of friction work (wear) to accumulate before the native oxide layers are suf-
ficiently removed from the interface to allow the formation of bonded areas. 





















Phases: 1 2 3 4
Ao t( )71
The cleaning continues and is accompanied by bonding during phase 3 when the first har-
monic of the US force signal starts to rise again. Bonding is expressed by the formation of
welded areas at the interface that grow larger where the metals at opposite sides have been
sufficiently cleaned. The sum of all bonded areas is the effective bonded area [97, 22],
which is growing due to the friction power that continues to clean the interface. During
phase 4, the fundamental and harmonics of the US force signal remain relatively constant.
It is believed that bonding action has ended at the onset of this phase and US friction power
might not aid in any further bonding.
4.2.1 Second Harmonic
In contrast to any ball bonding process, the second harmonic amplitude of the US force
signal is found to be predominant during the Al-Al wedge bonding process. This is consis-
tent to the previously reported studies involving measurement of US amplitude during Al-
Al wedge bonding process using piezoelectric sensors attached to the horn [84] and to the
heater block [85]. This may be attributed to the reduced geometrical symmetry of the wire
and the wedge tool [Fig. 4-9 (b)], possibly causing the different vibration shape for positive
compared to negative half cycles as observed in the 3, 6, and 9 ms signal waveforms in
Fig. 4-7 (b). In particular, the geometry of the tool tip shown in Fig. 4-10 is not symmetrical
since the tip radii at the left and right sides are 25 µm and 15 µm, respectively. In contrast,












Fig. 4-9. Illustrations of ultrasonic vibrational symmetry of (a) ball bond process (symmetry) and (b) wedge 
bond process (reduced symmetry).
FT (t)72
result in identical US vibrations for both positive and negative half cycles during ball bond-
ing. The asymmetric sinusoidal waveform [3 ms and 6 ms waveforms in Fig. 4-7 (b)] can
be mathematically explained as the sum of first, second, and third harmonic amplitudes as
shown by an example in Fig. 4-11.
In the next section, a method to derive US friction power is described and typical power
values are calculated.
4.3 Ultrasonic Friction Power
The US friction power delivered at the interface during the bonding process can be derived
from the measured FT (t) using [96]










Fig. 4-11. Mathematical construction of the asymmetric waveform from the first, second, and third 





where f = 95 kHz is the ultrasonic frequency and Arel(t) is the amplitude (zero-to-peak) of
relative motion between the wire and the pad. Note that Arel(t) and P(t) do not directly
depend on the coefficient of friction in dry sliding. The sliding friction causes cleaning of
the interfacial regions, which is followed by the formation of metallurgical connection
(bonding) between the two mating surfaces (micro-welds). The micro-welds do not witness
any sliding but shear yielding due to the on-going US. The measured FT (t) includes the
combined effect of coefficient of friction (static and dynamic) as well as the shear yielding
due to metallurgical bonding, and FT (t) is the only signal used to determine Arel(t) and P(t).
To derive experimental values for P(t), a number of evaluation steps are necessary, which
are outlined in Fig. 4-12. The amplitude of relative motion, Arel(t) is derived using a sim-
plified model describing the interfacial friction during the wire bonding process. The cur-
rent supplied to the US transducer during the bonding process [measured simultaneously
with FT (t)] is used to derive a free-air equivalent of US vibration amplitude during the
bonding process, AB(t). The value of AB(t) is then used to derive Arel(t). All the formulae
associated with this derivation are described in the subsections that follow.
P t( ) 4 f Arel t( ) FT t( )⋅ ⋅ ⋅=






 ab Arel (t)
(Eqn. 4-10)




Fig. 4-12. Flow diagram outlining the procedure to derive P(t).






4.3.1 Free-air Equivalent of Ultrasonic Vibration Amplitude
The US vibrations are generated by a piezo-electric transducer. During the free-air vibra-
tion, the transducer current I(t) is proportional to Ao(t),
A/µm (4-3)
where k1 is the constant of proportionality and is the maximum value of current sup-
plied to the generator in the free-air vibration case (FVC).
However, during the actual bonding process, the normal force FN presses the wire to the
pad. Friction (dynamic or static) dampens the vibration amplitude as seen by less current
going to the transducer during the bonding process case (BPC) as compared to the FVC
shown in Fig. 4-13 (a). The transducer current measured during BPC is IB(t) and is used to
define the free-air equivalent of the US vibration amplitude during the bonding process,
(4-4)
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Fig. 4-13. (a) Transducer current and (b) Amplitude during FVC and BPC. Io(t), IB(t), Ao(t) are measured 
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4.3.2 Amplitude of Relative Motion
Interfacial welding in BPC is generated by the US friction. During US friction, FT (t) is
acting at the wire-pad interface. The US causes both the wire and the pad to vibrate at the
interface. The vibration amplitudes of the wire bottom and pad top are denoted as aw(t) and
ap(t), respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 4-14. The relative motion between the wire and the
pad is 
(4-5)
In the case where there is no relative motion between the wire and pad, 
(4-6)
In the case where the wire is vibrating with the tool in free-air (i.e. FN = 0),
, , and (4-7)
The amplitudes aw(t) and ap(t) can be described as functions of FT (t) using Eqns. 4-6 and






Fig. 4-14. Illustration of the vibration amplitudes at the wire-pad interface during BPC.
FN
USP
Arel t( ) aw t( ) ap t( )–=
Arel t( ) 0=
aw t( ) AB t( )= ap t( ) 0= FT t( ) 0=76
tudes aw(t) and ap(t) vary linearly with FT (t). The linearity assumption has been verified




where cw and cp are the US compliances (inverse stiffnesses) of the wire/tool and pad/chip,
respectively. The value of cw represents the attenuation of AB by FT. 
Using Eqns. 4-5, 4-6, 4-8 and 4-9, the amplitude of relative motion is
(4-10)
where c = cw + cp is the total US compliance of the bonding system. 
The relative motion between the wire and pad starts at the transition point T (Fig. 4-15),
marking the transition from ‘no sliding’ to ‘sliding’. Point T corresponds to the break-off
point observed in the US force signal [Fig. 4-7 (a)].








aw t( ) AB t( ) cw F⋅ T t( )–=
ap t( ) cp F⋅ T t( )=
Arel t( )
0
AB t( ) c F⋅ T t( )–⎩
⎨
⎧
= for  0 t tb≤<for  t tb>77
It may seem counterintuitive that Arel decreases while FT increases (Fig. 4-15). However,
FT is not one of the process parameters that can be controlled, e.g. via USP. It is affected
by FN, and by the bond growth at the interface. A higher value of FN will lead a higher value
of FT for friction at the interface, thereby “damping” Arel. Similarly, bond growth at the
interface reduces Arel, while FT may still rise.
The average maximum value for Arel(t) is at least 222 ± 16.4 nm. The total sliding distance,
AT, is
(4-11)
where Urel is the relative sliding velocity averaged over one vibration cycle, given by
(4-12)
The average ± standard deviation of AT is at least 401.8 ± 65.3 µm.
4.3.3 Ultrasonic Compliance
The US compliance c is a measure of the US free vibration amplitude reduction at the wire/
pad interface per unit tangential force acting at the interface. In the case of no sliding, i.e.
at point T,  and with Eqn. 4-10,
(4-13)
where ab is the US amplitude marking the transition between sliding and no sliding. The
values ab = 0.37 ± 0.04 µm and Fb = 137 ± 7.30 N are visually estimated from Fig. 4-
13 (b) and Fig. 4-8, respectively. Using Eqn. 4-13, the value of the compliance is
c = 2.66 ± 0.18 µm/N.
4.3.4 Results and Discussion
An example plot of P(t) evaluated using Eqn. 4-2, averaged over ten bonds is shown in
Fig. 4-16. The friction power P(t) emerges from zero at tb and increases rapidly until it




Urel t( ) 4 f Arel t( )⋅ ⋅=








reaches a maximum value (Pmax), about 6 ms after US on. Then it starts to decrease. This
decrease is due to bond growth, which reduces the relative motion between the wire and
pad. However, the derivation of P(t) using Eqn. 4-2 is not valid after the end of phase 2,
since the linearity assumption of aw(t) and ap(t) is no longer valid. The P(t) curve derived
after the end of phase 2 (indicated using dashed lines) is based on the assumption that value
of c remains same as calculated at tb1.
However, beyond time tb2, the bonding action starts, resulting in two physical mechanisms
contributing to the non-linearity of the model. First, the cleaning process removes the
native oxide layers from the wire and pad, bringing two clean metal layers in contact with
each other. This can be interpreted as a transient change in the coefficient of friction at the
interface from µs to µm with µm > µs, where µs is the coefficient of friction between the two
oxide surfaces, and µm is the coefficient of friction between the cleaned metal surfaces. The
second mechanism is the plastic deformation of the wire during the US period. This leads
to a flattening of the wire and therefore to a reduction in the value of c during bonding.
Other reasons might be changes in wire material properties such as hardness during bond-
ing [17]. While the changes in the coefficient of friction is already included in the model as
the measured FT (t), the effect due to the reduction in the value of c is not quantified. A
reduction in the value of c causes an increase in Arel(t) [Eqn. 4-10], and thus leads to an
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increase in P(t) [Eqn. 4-2]. For example, the P(t) curve derived for c reduced by 10% is
shown in Fig. 4-16.
It is observed that P(t) becomes zero between ≈ 12 – 16 ms after the start of US period,
which indicates that friction at the wire/pad interface ends at this time. This view is sup-
ported by the findings of a previous study of Al wedge bonding processes [120], which used
similar process settings as here. In that study, the authors used a high speed video camera
to record the wire vibrations during bonding. Combined with the laser measurements of the
vibration amplitudes of tool tip and pad edge during bonding, the authors confirmed that
relative motion between the wire and pad ends at about 11 ms after the start of US period,
a value which is in fair agreement with the present work.
 The total power supplied to the US transducer, PT is calculated using
= 238 ± 6 mW (4-14)
where and  are the maximum peak-to-peak values of voltage and current sup-
plied to the ultrasonic generator during BPC, respectively. The maximum friction power is
Pmax = 11.5 ± 0.7 mW, i.e., only about 4.8% of the total electrical power delivered to the
US transducer ends up at the bond interface. The remaining power supplied to the trans-
ducer is lost due to either internal friction (damping) in the material or heat dissipation
caused by friction between the interfaces in the piezo-electric transducer. 
The total sliding friction energy delivered to the bond, E, is
(4-15)
The value of E during Al wedge-wedge bonding is at least 60.4 ± 9.6 mJ. With an interfa-
cial bond area estimated at 2950 µm2, the maximum friction power density is at least
3.9 W/mm2 and the total friction energy density is at least 20.4 J/mm2. This value is of the
same order of magnitude as those reported for typical macroscopic Al-Al US welding pro-













A friction power model based on Amontons Laws of friction is used to derive the US fric-
tion power during Al wedge bonding. Auxiliary measurements include the current deliv-
ered to the US transducer, the vibration amplitude of the bonding tool tip in free-air, and
the US tangential force acting on the bonding pad during the bond process. 
The US force measurement is like a signature of the bond as it allows for a detailed insight
into mechanisms during various phases of the bonding process. A clear break-off in the
force signal is observed, which is followed by a relatively constant force for a short dura-
tion. A large second harmonic content is observed, describing a non-symmetric deviation
of the signal waveform from the sinusoidal shape. This deviation might be due to the
reduced geometrical symmetry of the wedge tool.
For bonds made with typical process parameters, several characteristic values used in the
friction power model are determined. The US compliance of the bonding system is between
2.66 µm/N. A typical maximum value of the relative interfacial amplitude of US friction is
at least 222 nm. The maximum interfacial friction power is at least 11.5 mW, which is only
about 4.8% of the total electrical power delivered to the US generator. The total sliding fric-
tion energy delivered to the bond is at least 60.4 ± 9.6 mJ.81
 5 Friction Power and Wear in Thermosonic Ball
Bonding
This Chapter reports on a new, improved method to derive the transient interfacial sliding
amplitude and US friction power, and on results obtained during thermosonic Au and Cu
ball bonding processes. The method employs a bond process modification to accurately
derive the mechanical compliance of the US system. Using the derived interfacial sliding
amplitude and the sliding wear model [115], the amount of Al pad wear during the Au and
Cu ball bonding is estimated.
Section 5.1 summarizes the theory of US friction power highlighting specific differences
pertaining to this study. The experimental details including the method of bond process
modification are described in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 discusses the measured and derived
physical quantities including ultrasonic compliance, relative interfacial amplitude and US
friction power. Estimation of the amount of Al pad wear is reported in Section 5.4. Finally,
Section 5.6 summarizes the results.
Parts of this Chapter have been submitted as a manuscript for publication [122].
5.1 Theory of Friction Power
While the basic concept of the friction power theory reported in Section 4.3 is unchanged,
there are two major improvements in the way Arel and c are derived in this study. These
improvements result from using: (i) a constant current control on the US transducer; and
(ii) the method of bond process modification, which is explained in detail in Section 5.2.1.
In contrast to a constant voltage transducer used in the wedge bonding study in Chapter 4,
this study uses a constant current control for the US transducer, which automatically com-
pensates for damping losses during the BPC, i.e. IB = I. Thus, the hypothetical variable AB
is no longer required; the equivalent free-air vibration amplitude is same as Ao, and is
obtained directly by measuring the transducer current I during BPC using82
(5-1)
where fd = 18.08 nm/mA is the calibration constant for derived tool tip displacement
depending on transducer current. The value of fd is derived using laser measurements of Ao
for different values of I [123].
Thus, the formula for Arel derived using the friction model reported in Section 4.3.2 is 
The US compliance c denotes the loss in US amplitude due to the friction force at the inter-
face. It is given by
(5-3)
where  and  are the US amplitude and tangential force when there is a completely
firm connection at the ball/pad interface. Figure 5-1 summarizes the improved procedure
to derive the US friction power P. The experimental details and measurements required are
described in the following sections.
Ao t( ) fd I t( )⋅=
 (5-2)Arel t( )





if c·FT < Ao

























Thermosonic ball bonding is performed using 25 µm diameter Au and Cu wires on an auto-
matic K&S IConn ball bonder (Kulicke and Soffa Industries Inc., Fort Washington,
U.S.A.). This wire bonder uses a dual frequency transducer capable of producing US vibra-
tions at 50 kHz and 122.5 kHz. In this study, f = 122.5 kHz is used. The nominal heater
plate temperature is 150°C, resulting in an actual temperature of ≈ 138°C at the bond pad.
A standard ceramics bottleneck capillary having a hole diameter of 30 µm and chamfer
diameter of 35 µm is used. During the formation of free air balls (FABs) with Cu wire, a
homogeneous mixture of 95% nitrogen and 5% hydrogen is used as a shielding gas to pre-
vent the oxidation of the hot FAB metal. The flow rate of the shielding gas is set to 0.62 l/
min. 
The test chip with integrated piezoresistive microsensors described in Section 2.2.1 (Fig. 2-
11) is used to measure the US tangential force FT acting at the bond interface. The test chip
is die bonded to a 16-pin SOIC package using a commercial silver filled epoxy, which then
is cured at 150°C for 90 min. The connection pads to the microsensor are connected to the
package terminals by Au wire bonds. The package terminals are then soldered to a printed
circuit board (PCB) as shown in Fig. 5-2. The PCB is placed on a custom made heater plate
and clamped by the vacuum system on the bonding machine.







connectors to measurement system
10 mm84
5.2.1 Bonding Process with Modification
Ball bonding parameters are optimized on a chip with Al metallized bond pads using Au
and Cu wires. A 35 µm diameter FAB is used for bonding, which is performed using an ID
process for both wire types. The optimized process parameters together with the obtained
process responses for both wire types are shown in Table 5-1. The interfacial area is derived
using , where BDI is the bonded ball diameter at interface (Table 5-1).
The estimated values of S for Au and Cu ball bonding are
µm2 (5-4)
µm2 (5-5)
Thus, the average normal stress acting at the interface due to bond force (Table 5-1) is
143.1 ± 1.9 MPa and 176.3 ± 7.8 MPa for the Au and Cu processes, respectively.
To find the compliance values c using Eqn. 5-3, the vibration amplitude and tangential
force are evaluated for the case when there is no sliding at the interface. To this end, the
bonding process is modified as shown by the illustration in Fig. 5-3 and the US current pro-
files in Table 5-2. The US period is split into three segments. The duration and US current
for each segment is adjusted separately to obtain two low level US steps before actual bond-
ing, i.e., in segments 1 and 2, the value of US current is set to relatively low values of 10%
and 20% of the optimum US parameter, Iopt , in order to prevent sliding at the ball/pad inter-







Impact force [a.u.] 10 16
Bond force, BF [gf] 14 16.25
Time [ms] 10 10





e Ball diameter, BDI [µm] 35.0 ± 0.2 33.9 ± 0.7
Ball height, BH [µm] 8.6 ± 0.7 11.2 ± 0.7
Shear strength, SS [MPa] 99.8 ± 6.2 102.3 ± 8.1
S π BDI2⋅( ) 4⁄=
SAu 960 13±=
SCu 906 39±=85
face. Thus, bond formation takes place only during segment 3 when the US current is
ramped up to Iopt. All other bonding parameters are maintained at the optimized values
shown in Table 5-1.
The previous method to derive c, described in Section 4.3.3, involved an estimation of the
values of  and . While the value of  was taken at the break-off (onset of friction)
in FT, the value of  was estimated from Ao(t) at the same time stamp as . Given the
large rising slopes of both FT(t) and Ao(t), and the fact that there is a small time delay
between the two signals, the accuracy of the previous method is substantially limited.
Another limitation of the previous study is the fact that an UED process was used. In an
UED process, the US causes additional plastic deformation of the wire during the later
stages of the bonding process. This leads to a flattening of the wire, resulting in a transient
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reduction in the value of c during the bonding process. As the amount of reduction in c is
not known, the US friction power cannot be derived accurately in the later stages of a UED
bonding process. The new method described here avoids these limitations by (i) more accu-
rately deriving the values of  and  by the bond process modification using the two
dedicated US steps; and (ii) using the ID process as described in Section 1.2.2, which
ensures that the changes in the value of c due to UED are minimized.
5.3 Results and Discussion
Ball bonding tests are performed with Au and Cu wires on the microsensor test pad and the
real time signals of FT and I are measured simultaneously. The measurements are repeated
six times for each wire type using the modified bonding process. Example SEM micro-
graphs of typical Au and Cu ball bonds on the test pad of the microsensor are shown in
Figs 5-4 (a) and (b), respectively.
5.3.1 Ultrasonic Signals
The fundamental (first harmonic) and third harmonic amplitudes of FT measured during
typical Au and Cu ball bonding are shown in Figs. 5-5 (a) and (b), respectively. The signal
features are similar to those described previously for Au [11, 21] and Cu [62] ball bonding




Fig. 5-4. SEM micrographs of (a) Au and (b) Cu ball bonds on the microsensor test pad.
(a)
50 µm 50 µm
(b)
U/S




is observed in the Au signal, marking the onset of friction at the interface [11, 21]. The
onset of friction can also be determined from the time at which the third harmonic starts to
rise. 
The zero-to-peak amplitudes of I are shown in Figs. 5-5 (a) and (b) for Au and Cu ball
bonding, respectively. A small time delay is observed between the I and the FT signals, with
Fig. 5-5. Typical fundamental and third harmonic amplitudes of FT, and transducer current I(t) for parameter 
profiles used in (a) Au and (b) Cu ball bonding processes. The scale of the I(t) curve is adjusted so that the 
height of the two steps in FT and I overlap with each other. The derived equivalent free capillary tool tip 
amplitude Ao(t) is also shown on the right scale.The horizontal (red coloured) bars indicate the location at 









































































I lagging behind FT by ≈50 µs. Using Eqn. 5-1, the corresponding values of Ao are derived
and shown on a separate scale on the right hand axis in Figs. 5-5 (a) and (b). Typical max-
imum values of Ao, nm and nm for the Au and Cu ball processes,
respectively.
5.3.2 Ultrasonic Compliance
The values of  and  are evaluated from the steps in the plots of FT and Ao at the peri-
ods indicated by horizontal bars in Figs. 5-5 (a) and (b). By substituting these values in
Eqn. 5-3, the US compliance c for each segment is derived. The average values of c for Au
and Cu processes do not significantly depend on the step number. The overall
averages ± standard deviations are 8.20 ± 0.18 and 7.66 ± 0.15 µm/N for the Au and Cu
ball bonding processes, respectively. These values are at least three times as large as those
reported for Al wedge bonding (described in Section 4.3.3) and Au ball bonding [97] pro-
cesses. Differences in the designs of US transducer, capillary tool, clamping, and mecha-
tronics control system on this wire bonder might be reasons for the relatively large values
of c.
It is observed that the compliance is 6 to 7% higher for the Au than for the Cu ball bonding
process. This is due to the fact that Cu has an elastic modulus of 110 – 128 GPa which is
30 – 40% higher than that of Au [111]. Cu therefore offers an increased resistance to US
vibrations, resulting in lower compliance.
5.3.3 Relative Sliding Amplitude
The transient curves of Arel derived using Eqn. 5-2 for typical examples of Au and Cu pro-
cesses are shown in Figs. 5-6 (a) and (b), respectively. The value of Arel rapidly rises to a
maximum value  as soon as the US dissipation starts. Then it starts to decrease. This
decrease is indicative of bond growth, which reduces the relative motion at the interface.
While the decrease is gradual during the Au process, it is more rapid during the Cu process.
Moreover, a local maximum in Arel is observed only for the Au process. The local maxi-
mum occurs approximately at the same time as the characteristic break-off observed in









ing between the Au ball and Al pad caused by the impact deformation pressing the FAB
onto the pad, preceding the US period. The interlocking inhibits relative sliding at the inter-
face for ≈ 0.5 ms as indicated by the local minimum (preceding the local maximum) in Arel.
However, it is not clear why this effect would be absent in the Cu ball bond process. An
another reason might be attributed to a not yet understood tribological mechanism during
Au ball bonding on Al, which results in a situation where a higher value of Arel is tempo-
rarily induced at the interface for a lower value of FT. This contradicts the mechanical inter-
locking mechanism described earlier. It is not clear what might be the cause for the local
maximum in Arel.
The average ± standard deviation of  are 654.4 ± 4.3 nm and 766.5 ± 1.4 nm for the
Au and Cu processes, respectively. The standard deviation of Arel in the case of Au process
is higher than in the Cu process, which can be attributed to the higher variation in the FT
measured during the Au process compared to the Cu process. The Arel values are 80.6% of
the , indicating that at least 19.4% of applied US amplitude is lost due to friction at
the beginning of the bonding process. Due to bond growth, which inhibits relative motion
Arel = 655 nm
max
Au
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Time [ms]
CuArel = 766 nm
max
Fig. 5-6. Relative sliding amplitude Arel(t) for (a) Au and (b) Cu ball bonding processes. Dark solid curve is 




























at the interface, the value of Arel decreases to 35 nm at the end of the bonding process, indi-
cating a loss of up to 96.4% in Ao. 
The average ± standard deviation of total sliding distance AT derived using Eqn. 4-11 is
758.6 ± 183.5 µm and 519.4 ± 36.1 µm for Au and Cu ball bonding processes, respec-
tively. Therefore, even though the values of  and  for the Cu process are both
≈ 17% higher than the Au process, the total sliding AT in the Cu process is found to be
≈ 31% lower than in the Au process. This finding supports the earlier conclusion of reduced
sliding (friction) in Cu compared to Au obtained from the analysis of third harmonic of FT
of Au and Cu ball bonding (Section 2.2, Fig. 2-21). 
5.3.4 Ultrasonic Friction Power
The US friction power P(t) evaluated using Eqn. 4-2 for Au and Cu ball bonding are shown
in Figs. 5-7 (a) and (b), respectively. These curves are not exactly similar to those obtained
during the Al wedge bonding process (Section 4.3.4). While the P(t) curve for Al wedge
bonding process becomes zero within a few ms after reaching the maximum value (Fig. 4-
16), the P(t) curves for Au and Cu ball bonding processes reach a non-zero steady state
value. The reason for P(t) going to zero in Al wedge bonding process was related to the end
of friction (EOF) [120] at the wire/pad interface as described in Section 4.3.4. It is not com-
pletely clear why EOF might be absent in a ball bonding process, i.e. why P(t) does not drop
to zero before US ends.
The maximum friction power Pmax is a characteristic of the friction process at the ball/pad
interface. The time stamp of Pmax might indicate the high-time of cleaning process
(removal of native oxides) at the ball/pad interface, which is a pre-requisite to high quality
bond formation. The average maximum friction power Pmax measured during the Cu pro-
cess is 16.9 ± 0.3 mW, which is ≈ 64% higher than that during the Au process
(10.3 ± 0.1 mW). The time required to reach Pmax is measured from the start of actual
bonding (third segment in Fig. 5-3), and is 0.3 ms for the Cu process. This is ≈ 1.2 ms less
than in the Au process, consistent with reports on faster bond growth in a Cu process com-




With the measured interfacial areas (Eqns. 5-4 and 5-5), the average maximum friction
power densities for Au and Cu ball bonding processes are 10.8 ± 0.2 W/mm2 and
18.7 ± 0.6 W/mm2, respectively. These values are in the same order of magnitude as those
reported for typical US Al welding processes in the macroscopic range [121]. 
The averages ±standard deviations of total sliding friction energy delivered to the bond E
derived using Eqn. 4-15 for Au and Cu ball bonding are 48.5 ± 8.0 mJ and 49.4 ± 4.0 mJ.
These values result in average friction energy densities of 50.3 ± 7.8 J/mm2 and
54.8 ± 4.8 J/mm2 for Au and Cu ball bonding, respectively.
5.4 Estimation of Wear
In wire bonding, the US induces a high frequency, low amplitude relative motion at the
ball/pad interface. This causes bond area cleaning by interfacial fretting [68]. In this sec-
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tion, a sliding wear theory [115] is used to estimate the amount of wear during Au and Cu
ball bonding.
5.4.1 Sliding Wear Theory
The volume of wear of the softer material (in m3) defined by the sliding wear theory [115]
is
(5-6)
where k is the dimensionless wear coefficient, FN is the normal load, i.e. BF (in N), AT is
the total sliding distance (in m), and H is the hardness of the softer material (in N/mm2). 
A comparison of hardness of FAB and bonded ball (BB) made with Au and Cu wires, and
that of the Al bond pad from the literature is shown in Table 5-3. Since the hardness of Au
BB and Al bond pad are quite similar, the value of W derived using Eqn. 5-6 for Au ball
bonding on Al pads might denote the combined wear of both Au and Al. In contrast, the
hardness of Cu is at least 25% higher than that of Al bond pads. Thus, according to Eqn. 5-
6, in the case of Cu ball bonding on Al pads, the value of W indicates the amount of Al pad
wear.
It has been shown that the volume of wear W produced during fretting satisfies the sliding
wear Eqn. 5-6 [124, 125]. The volume of wear caused by US friction per vibration cycle is
(5-7)
A number of assumptions and simplifications are made when using Eqn. 5-7:
W
k FN AT⋅ ⋅
3 H⋅
------------------------=
Table 5-3. Comparison of indentation hardness values of FABs, BBs and bond pad.
Material Wire FAB hardness BB hardness Reference
Au 60 MPa 60 MPa 60–85 MPa [60]
Cu 88–110 MPa 85 MPa 100–128 MPa [43, 60]
Al bond pad 55-83 MPa [116]
Wcycle
k FN 4Arel⋅ ⋅
3 H⋅
------------------------------=93
1. The mechanical properties of the two contacting metals are uniform throughout the
interface. 
2. The effect of temperature rise (due to frictional heating) on the material properties, in
particular the hardness is assumed to be negligible.
3. The effect of surface fatigue (fretting fatigue) [126, 127] is not included in Eqn. 5-7.
5.4.2 Wear Coefficient, k 
The wear coefficient k represents the probability that a surface asperity is worn away when
two materials slide against each other. The value of k can be considered as an indication of
the severity of the interaction between the two sliding surfaces. Experimental results for a
number of different metal [124, 128] combinations, including those of interest in this study
i.e. Au, Cu and Al have shown that the value of k is proportional to the fifth power of the
coefficient of friction µ according to
(5-8)
The value of µ is not constant during the bonding process. At the start of the bonding pro-
cess, thin layers of native oxides are present on the surfaces of the bonding metals (Al and
Cu, but no oxide in case of Au), which is subsequently removed due to US friction. Where
the bonding metals are free from their surface precipitations or oxides, the value of µ is
higher than that at uncleaned areas, i.e. µm > µo, where µo and µm are the coefficient of
oxide friction and coefficient of metal friction, respectively. The cleaning action is accom-
panied with bonding (welding) producing interfacial regions with metallurgical connection
that do not experience sliding friction but shear yielding due to the on-going US. Using
Amontons law of friction, an overall coefficient of friction is suggested that includes sliding
on oxide and clean metal as well as the shear yielding of metallurgically welded regions:
(5-9)










Typical curves of k(t) derived using Eqn. 5-10 for Au and Cu ball bonding are shown in
Figs. 5-8 (a) and (b), respectively. In the derivation of k, only the sliding portion of FT is
considered. For simplicity, the sliding portion of FT is determined for the period when the
third harmonic of FT is greater than 20% of its maximum value. The value of k increases
gradually with time due to cleaning at the interface and reaches a maximum value kmax at
the end of the US period. At the start of the US period, there are native oxide and surface
precipitate layers at the bond interface. These contaminants act as lubricants between the
metal layers, resulting in a lower value of k at the start of bonding [129]. With increasing
time, the cleaning at the interface causes clean metal layers exposed to each other leading
to an increase in the value of k. The average ± standard deviation of kmax for Au-Al and Cu-
Al bonding processes are 2.2 ± 0.3 and 3.7 ± 0.4 × 10-3, respectively. These values are
within the range of k values reported for these material combinations under fretting wear
conditions [129].























5.5 Amount of Wear
Substituting Eqn. 5-10 in Eqn. 5-7, the volume of wear per US cycle is
(5-11)
The Al bond pad hardness H is taken from [116] where 70 MPa is the median value of the
range of H values measured for typical IC bond pads [116]. Figures 5-9 shows typical plots
of Wcycle for Au and Cu ball bonding, respectively. In the case of Au ball bonding, Wcycle
rises gradually until it reaches a maximum value of 0.44 µm3 at ≈ 3 ms after the start of US.
In contrast, in Cu ball bonding, Wcycle rises rapidly to reach a maximum value 0.93 µm3 at
≈ 1.2 ms after the start of US.
The average total volume of wear due to US friction during bonding is
Wcycle






Fig. 5-9. Wear volume per ultrasound cycle Wcycle during Au and Cu ball bonding for H = 70 MPa. Dark 





















The average ± standard deviation of W is 400.5 ± 67.2 µm3 and 808.4 ± 103.3 µm3 for Au
and Cu ball bonding, respectively. The time evolution of W, W(t), is shown in Fig. 5-10 for
Au and Cu bonds, respectively.
The average total depth of wear, δ, is
(5-13)
where S is the interfacial area. With the measured interfacial areas (Eqns. 5-4 and 5-5), the
average ± standard deviation of the total depth of wear δ is 416.3 ± 69.9 nm and
895.7 ± 114.4 nm for the Au and Cu processes, respectively. The standard deviation of δ
indicates measurement variability (due to FT, Arel, and S). It does not include the error due







































estimated in the next section. The thickness of native Al oxide on typical IC bond pads
ranges between ≈ 2.5–15 nm [130–133]. Using the derived W(t), it is estimated that these
native oxides are dispersed at ≈ 1.4 ms and ≈ 0.5 ms for the Au and Cu ball bonding,
respectively.
The worn material might be either trapped within the bond interface or transferred outside
of the bond zone. While the former might be the main mechanism in the case of Au-Al
bonding process, the latter as Al pad splash (Section 3.2) is observed to be more dominant
in the Cu-Al process. Since the hardness of Au and Al is similar, the derived amount of
wear in the Au-Al process might indicate the combined wear of both Au and Al. Moreover,
Au is a nobel metal that shows exceptional adhesive and cohesive properties [131, 132].
Thus, if a Au or Al wear particle is formed, it might adhere back to the bulk material, result-
ing in reduced transfer of the wear debris to the outside of the bond interface. Further inves-
tigations are required to gain a better understanding of the mechanism of wear and particle
transfer in Au-Al process.
To verify the theoretical values of δ with experimental data, the profile of surface after
shearing away the Cu ball bonds is measured using an optical profiler. This experimental
method could not be applied in the case of Au ball bonds since in the case of Au, shear fail-
ure occurred in the Au ball, leaving Au residue on the pad as shown in Fig. 5-11. An optical
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Fig. 5-11. Optical fractograph of a typical sheared Au ball bond footprint on the microsensor test pad.98
Fig. 5-12 (a) and (b), respectively. Figures 5-13 (a) and (b) show the surface profile along
the lines X and Y shown in Fig. 5-12 (b), respectively. From the surface profile, the exper-
imental wear depth is estimated as the difference between levels of pad surface and the
average maximum depth at the sheared bond footprint as shown in Figs. 5-13 (a) and (b).
It is observed that the experimental estimates of δ for Cu ball bonds range between 500–
750 nm. Note that these values might possibly include a small amount of material removed
during shearing the bonded ball. These experimental values agree reasonably well with the
theoretical estimates of δ when the combined error of δ due to the variation in k and H
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Fig. 5-12. (a) Optical fractograph of a typical sheared Cu ball bond footprint on the microsensor test pad. (b) 






The error due to the values of k and H can be estimated. The sensitivity of δ to these errors
is evaluated and given in Table 5-4. The combined error ΔδΤ is derived using the theory of
combination of component errors in overall system accuracy calculations [134] and is






































Fig. 5-13. Surface profile of the sheared Cu ball bond fractograph [Fig. 5-12 (a)] along the lines











where Δk and ΔH are the error in δ due to the estimated variation in k and H (Table 5-4),
and the value of ΔδM is the error in δ due to variation in Arel, FT, and S (measurement vari-
ability). The value of ΔδM is calculated as the error of average using
(5-15)
where ΔδM, s, and n are the error, standard deviation of the derived δ reported in previous
section, and sample size, respectively. The results show that the amount of wear depends
significantly on the errors of these variables. Improved methods to derive k and experimen-
tal measurements of H will help improve the accuracy of determining the amount of wear
during wire bonding. 
The sliding wear theory used in this study is an overly simplified model to describe wear
during fretting. An advanced fretting wear theory [135] will possibly result in improved
accuracy in determining the amount of wear in wire bonding.
5.6 Summary
The US friction power during thermosonic ball bonding with Au and Cu wires, both 25 µm
in diameter, is derived with an improved method from experimental measurements during
the bonding process. The improvement results from a new, more accurate method to derive
the mechanical compliance of the US system. The method employs bond process modifi-
Table 5-4. Sensitivity analysis of average total depth of wear, δ
Source Name
Error estimate
Au ball bonding Cu ball bonding
Δδ Δδ
Type Value [nm] [%] [nm] [%]
Arel, FT, S ΔδM Error of average Eqn. 5-15 31.26 7.5 114.4 5.8
k Δk Error (assumed) ± 20% 166.5 20.0 358.3 20.0
H ΔH Variation [116] ± 15 MPa 121.4 29.2 261.2 29.2










cation in which the US current is set to levels that are too low to cause sliding. The bonding
takes place during the third step, when the current is ramped up to the optimum value
required for making good quality bonds. The US compliance values are derived from the
first two steps and are 8.2 ± 0.2 µm/N and 7.7 ± 0.2 µm/N for the Au and Cu process,
respectively. These values are determined within an average error estimate of ±2%, sub-
stantially lower than the ±7% estimated with the previous method reported in Section 4.3.3.
The US compliance in the case of Au is 6% higher due to the lower elastic modulus of Au
compared to that of Cu. 
Typical maximum values of relative amplitude of US friction at the interface are 655 nm
and 766 nm for Au and Cu processes, respectively. These results show at least 19% of
applied US amplitude is lost in the beginning of the bonding process due to friction at the
ball/pad interface, and up to 96% is lost at the end of the bonding process. While the max-
imum value of interfacial amplitude is 17% higher in the Cu process compared to Au pro-
cess, the total sliding distance in Cu process is 31% lower than the Au process.
The average maximum interfacial friction power is 10.3 ± 0.2 mW and 16.9 ± 0.3 mW
during Au and Cu ball bonding, respectively. The total sliding friction energy delivered to
the bond is 48.5 ± 8.0 mJ and 49.4 ± 4.0 mJ for the Au and Cu processes, respectively.
These values result in average friction energy densities of 50.3 ± 7.8 J/mm2 and
54.8 ± 4.8 J/mm2 for the Au and Cu ball bonding, respectively. 
A method to derive the volume of Al pad wear during wire bonding is reported. The method
is based on the sliding wear model [115], and uses the derived relative sliding amplitude
and measured US tangential force as inputs. The total average depth of Al wear during is
estimated to be 416.3 ± 69.9 nm and 895.7 ± 114.4 nm for the Au and Cu processes,
respectively. These values are significantly larger than the typical thickness of native oxide
on IC bond pads [130-133].102
 6 Conclusions and Outlook
In this thesis, the mechanical and tribological mechanisms of thermosonic Au and Cu ball
bonding and US Al wedge-wedge bonding processes have been investigated using piezo-
resistive microsensors. Section 6.1 contains the conclusions of this research and Section 6.2
the recommendations for future research.
6.1 Conclusions
The conclusions are grouped according to the research objectives (Section 1.3.1).
6.1.1 Low-stress Cu Ball Bonding
The microsensor method applied to measure the in situ US force is fast and robust, yielding
precise data during thermosonic ball and US wedge-wedge bonding processes. The mea-
sured US force is directly related to the mechanical stress acting on the pad and in combi-
nation with the bond force is a measure for the underpad damage risk. The underpad defect
risks typical to Cu ball bonding can be reduced as has been demonstrated by modifying the
wire material or the bonding process settings. Lower than optimized US levels can be used
to obtain Cu ball bonds with shear strength cpk values that are higher than that of a compa-
rable Au wire bonding process while reducing the risk for underpad damage. Similarly, Cu
wires developed with softer deformed balls are shown to produce less US force during
bonding.
The conventional optimization of a Au ball bonding process aims at maximum bond shear
strength for the targeted bond geometry. However, it also causes the highest US stress
acting on the pad. In Cu ball bonding, this conventional optimization can increase the pad
stresses and subsequently the risk of underpad damage to unacceptable levels. Hence, it is
suggested to trade-off maximizing the bond shear strength and minimizing the US pad
stress. The contour curves of the maximum US force and the bond shear strength shown in
the US/BF process space are used to define a low-stress bonding region that can qualify for103
the suggested trade-off. Thus, instead of a conventional shear strength maximization, an
adequate trade-off between shear strength and pad stress is recommended for Cu ball bond-
ing.
6.1.2 Improved Understanding of Process Tribology
The US tangential force signals allows for detailed insights into the mechanical and tribo-
logical mechanisms occurring during the bonding process. Some characteristic signal fea-
tures of the Au ball bonding process are not evident in the Cu ball bonding process. The
relative amount of the third harmonic in the Cu process signal is five times smaller than that
in a comparable Au process, indicating less interfacial sliding.
In contrast to the thermosonic Au and Cu ball bonding processes, the US force in the Al
wire wedge-wedge bonding process contains a strong asymmetric component. This is
expressed by the large amount of second harmonic content. The other signal features are
similar to those of a typical Au ball bonding process, in particular the typical time required
to have successful bonding. Although slightly different from each other, it is concluded that
stick-slip friction is an important mechanism in all these variants of wire bonding.
6.1.3 Theories of Interfacial Friction and Wear 
A method to derive the transient interfacial US friction power during typical US Al wedge-
wedge bonding process, and thermosonic Au and Cu ball bonding processes is demon-
strated. The method uses a friction power theory based on Amontons’ law of friction. For
the first time, the maximum relative amplitude of the US friction at the interface in each of
the three processes is reported.
The multi-step bond process modification during typical thermosonic Au and Cu ball bond-
ing processes is shown to help improve the accuracy of the US compliance determination.
Friction power differences of processes with different materials can now be quantified with
greater significance. It is now possible to detect the changes in interfacial tribological pro-
cesses, e.g. the start and end of interfacial sliding during the bonding process.
A method to estimate the amount of interfacial wear during thermosonic Au and Cu ball
bonding processes is demonstrated. The method is based on Archard’s sliding wear theory.104
The results indicate that only a few cycles of US sliding are required to disperse the native
oxide and contaminants away from the interface in both Au and Cu ball bonding. A rela-
tively large error, estimated to be about 50% of the average, makes the method of deriving
wear less accurate than the method of friction power.
It is found that the friction cleaning process in Cu ball bonding is faster than in Au, resulting
in faster bond formation in the Cu process compared to the Au process. The total interfacial
sliding amplitude in the Cu ball bonding process is significantly lower than that in the Au
process. This is consistent to the findings on the reduced magnitude of the third harmonic
of US force in the Cu process compared to the Au process. While the interfacial friction
energy density values during typical Au and Cu ball bonding are similar in magnitude to
each other, these values are significantly higher than those in a typical Al wedge-wedge
bonding process. 
6.2 Outlook
The following topics of future research are suggested:
1. The low-stress Cu bonding study reported here used standard shear testing of as-
bonded samples to qualify the bonds. For these findings to be implemented in the
industry, it is necessary to evaluate the long-term reliability performance of the low-
stress ball bonds.
2. The microsensors used in this study quantify the average stress acting at the bond pad.
However, it is the localized (peak) stresses that cause pad/chip failure. Future sensor
designs can look at the possibility of measuring localized stresses at a number of pre-
defined locations around the bonding zone.
3. An improved microsensor which can measure real underpad damage in conjunction
with the stress measurement during the bonding process can be developed. Such a
design would have to include both an underpad crack sensor [136] and the US force
sensor. Combined with FE simulations, these sensors can help in a detailed understand-
ing of the effective underpad stress distribution. Such an understanding promises to be
helpful in gaining insights into pad failure mechanisms.105
4. The friction power theory can be extended to predict bonding process parameters and
bond strength [22], possibly leading to new bond process control methodologies [137]
and higher process quality. The theory can be applied to estimate the rise in interfacial
temperature due to frictional heating [138–141] during the bonding process. 
5. The sliding wear theory used in this research is an overly simplified model to describe
wear in US wire bonding. For example, it does not include the effects of interfacial
temperature rise due to friction heating and surface or sub-surface fatigue (fretting
fatigue). Future work can look at the possibility of using an advanced fretting wear the-
ory [135] that includes these effects to study interfacial wear during US wire bonding.
In addition, studies on how wear relates to bond quality might help to understand possi-
ble interactions between surface physics and joining mechanisms of ultrasonic wire
bonding process.106
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